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Editor’s Note 

Dear Readers and Contributors, 

 

Welcome to this special issue on short story that is published once an 

year in August. We have very interesting collection of short stories in 

different genre from varied authors worldwide. Human experience cuts 

across continents and joins us all together. This issue is a compilation 

of stories ranging from humorous, philosophical, radical, suspense, and 

social. All of them are poignant and extremely interesting to read. 

Go forth, read, share and connect to the human experience. 

 

Happy Reading and Sharing! 

 

Dr. Mrudula Lakkaraju 

Chief & Founding Editor 
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Child’s Obsession 

Anastassiya Nam 

 

 

I was seven years old when I understood that I was obsessed. She seemed to 

be the most beautiful creature a man could make. My dad used to read me the 

myths of ancient Greece and I compared her with Pandora. Athena weaved her 

wonderful clothes. Goddess of love, Aphrodite gifted her irresistible charm.  All 

schoolgirls were talking about her, though she could be seen only during 

commercials between Disney cartoons. She was a Barbie doll. 

 

I knew I was not the only one who was obsessed. American woman Cindy 

Jackson had dozens of plastic surgery operations and spent thousands of dollars to 

look like her.  I wasn’t mad, but I was already obsessed. I saw her in my dreams; I 

drew her at my arts lessons. I was only seven years old, but I was able to 

understand that I had no chance to get my dream.  

 

I lived in the Soviet Union, at that time it was a closed country. All import 

goods, especially American ones were extremely rare. Once my uncle brought a 

chewing gum from Baltic republic. It was so weird for us, that all the kids from the 

yard chewed it in turn. After that we chewed tree resin and caoutchouc. A Barbie 

doll seemed to be the dream I could never achieve, but I was sure that one day I 

will get her. Everything I had to do was just waiting.   

 

Two or three years later I got the first chance. A Soviet Barbie analogy, 

Veronica was produced. It was available only for the selected ones, the ones who 

lived in very big cities like Moscow or those whose parents were able to go on 

business trips to such cities. Unfortunately I didn’t belong to that cast. Then a 

magazine for kids “Murzilka” or “Tramwai” announced about the competition of the 

best drawing –design of Veronica’s clothes. The winner could get the dream doll.  

The competition lasted for a year and during this period I and my cousin drew  

hundreds of drawings. We gave them our grandma to send them, but it turned out 

that she never sent. May be she considered the envelopes to be too costly. We lost 

the competition, ten years later my cousin named her firstborn Veronica.  

 

My second chance appeared after the collapse of Soviet Union. Commercial 

kiosks (komki) began to appear in our city.  There were sold different goods, 

including chewing gums “Barbie” and magazines “Barbie” . If you fill the entire 

magazine with the inlays from chewing gum, you will get a Barbie doll. That was 

the promise. I was crazy about that idea. I gave up eating in school canteen and 

learnt to walk several kilometres each day in order to spend all my pocket money 

on chewing gums.  But I got  identical inlays. Only four months later I heard that 

promise was a lie. The sellers didn’t have Barbie dolls. These were the  crazy  

90s.  
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Time went by, the world was changing. Chinese fake Barbie filled the 

market. These dolls were cheap, but I didn’t have even that money. Father wasn’t 

paid his salary a half of a year or more, we ate only rice and macaroni. We could 

afford chicken only when it was New Year Eve. Then I dared to commit a crime.  

 

My grandma got a pension and left it on the table. I stole only 500 roubles- 

the price of fake Chinese Barbie doll. I was happy for a while, imagining how I will 

get her. But then my grandma discovered the loss and began to curse the criminal. 

She didn’t know that wishing the thief to get blind or become handicapped she was 

cursing her own granddaughter. Nobody knew what I had done, but I knew.  I didn’t 

spend  the money. The banknotes stayed in a secret place for a half of a year, 

after that I got enough courage to put it in my grandmother’s purse.  The inflation 

rate at that time was so high, that the value of the stolen money decreased two 

times.  

 

  I had to wait- to wait for the time, when I become an adult. To wait when I 

will be able to earn money to buy a Barbie doll.  A real Barbie doll, not a Chinese 

fake . I got my first job when I was fifteen, when I sent my short articles to a small 

newspaper. They were published, I became a school celebrity and I got my first 

salary. When I got my first earned money, I suddenly realized why my grandma 

never bought chocolate sweets. She suffered the second world war, repressions, 

hunger, post-war poverty and she considered chocolate to be luxury. I 

experienced much less than her, owing to the people like her who won the war, but 

I understood that Barbie doll is a luxury. It was better to buy food tins. 

 

Sixteen years passed. The world  has dramatically changed. The Soviet 

Union no longer exists. We have 'tenge' instead of 'roubles'. We have so many 

foreigners in Almaty, that they built a school for their children. I live  better, so 

much better that I pay cosmetologist to get rid of overweight. Nowadays I can buy   

Barbie doll every day if I want. But I never bought her, though my friends were 

laughing when they used to find me in a toy department.  

 

Only in May of 2010 at the car boot sale I bought three Barbie dolls, having 

paid 70 cents for each. My backpack was overloaded and when I was coming back 

home, I was carrying one Barbie with my hand. Neighbour children met me and 

begged to hold Barbie. They didn’t ask for more- their parents were not rich and 

those girls became adults too early. I saw my obsession in them and I presented 

them one Barbie. I made a few steps when I heard cries and shouts. There were 

two girls and there was only one Barbie…. I presented them the second Barbie.  

 

 The third doll stayed mine. When I have free time I make her clothes and 

hairstyles. Of course, I am not a kid any more, I am already thirty, but my mother 

never laughs. She knows, that I have been waiting for her for 23 years….. 
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The Sudden Death of 'Lattoo' 
Ansulika Paul 

 

 

Quite a perplexed face that was, dismayed, desperate and awestruck. As she 

decided to open her pretty little, pinky lips, she was shut!!  

 

“That is so sad and abrupt”, she might have had thought. 

 

Any ways that was Lattoo. Lattoo is a spinning top which revolves in the same 

circumference with the energy with which you draw the string around it. 

 

Frankly speaking she was not that, in fact she had a heart that pounded until 

yesterday. She looked very alive; she had the colour of life. 

 

She was two years junior to Munni, four years junior to Geeta, six years junior to 

Gudi and nine years junior to Gunja. 

 

People said she had a sudden death. So there was no painful drama to reveal, no 

nostalgic moments to revive; rather it was a quite one. To the least the visitors 

could have had been intimated before, about the sad but a sudden departure. There 

could have had been some weeping, screaming, wailing and lamentations. 

Everything was missing in the house. 

 

Her other siblings had not much to react as it was a normal day for them. A normal 

day dying of hunger, dirt, filth, chaos and pain. 

 

The amount of money that was begged for the cremation of Lattoo was the point of 

discussion in the jhopadi. 
 
Lattoo’s dear father was exceedingly disappointed with her useless wife who could 

not even give birth to a son for him. He was also disappointed and tensed about the 

sudden waste of money on the clinical process of cremation. He wished the money 

could have had been available to him. He could have released all his tiredness with 

a bottle of liquor, but Alas!! Lattoo is gone. No more to be seen. Lost or gained is 

still a matter of discussion among the jhopad patti walas. 
 
Lattoo’s death could also be an investment for the family or just a mere break from 

the normal topics people talk every day in the slum area. 

 

The oppressor and repressor theory survives everywhere; in the world that is, and 

the world that is not. Those who have the power, win over weaker hearts. 

 

Lattoo was indeed weak; a weak fragile foetus. Identified as a girl! And with that 

status of hers, she had no way out. 
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Actually it was also about luck by chance. If she would have been conceived in 

place of Gunja or Gudi or Geeta or Munni, probably she would have been alive. But 

fate had its own way of bringing her to life. Born after all these lucky ladies. Lattoo 

lost all her luck. 

 

Or did she gain a lot not being born in a slum, not being born the fifth girl child in 

the house, not being born as a burden for the parents, not being born as a victim of 

society. This will still be the topic of discussion among her neighbours for one 

more day. 

 

If she would have been born; she would have had to gather all her courage and 

culminate all her life trying to prove herself and the world that she is no less than 

a boy; that her birth is approved and accepted by at least nobody but her parents; 

that she is not meant to be treated like ‘just one more girl or brought up as 

something unwanted. 

 

Few of her neighbours she could never ever know, thought she was lucky to be 

aborted. 

 

The spinning top had to stop, the Lattoo had to rest. The chakar of one girl after 

another had to come to an abrupt end. She was stopped forcefully, abruptly, 

without her choice. 

 

She was not even given a chance to ask the silliest questions; “Why was I not 

given birth? Why a mother’s birth pang turns out to be unbearable when she comes 

to know, “it’s a girl again’? Why a girl turned to a mother later in life, does not 

believe in supporting another girl?” 

 

Poor Lattoo, she didn’t even have the chance to speak out all these questions. But 

somebody would be asking it today, may be Gudi or Gunja or Munni or Geeta. 

 

Would these girls be asking? Or rather urging or confronting or begging or venting 

all their frustrations. Preparing each other to do nothing for girls, waiting to be 

born through their womb. 

 

It is still a question. After all they are “girls”, weaker than the weakest thing on 

earth may be. 

 
Glossary: 

 

Lattoo: a spinning toy for children 

Jhopdi: a small hut in a slum 

Chakar: Circle/Cycle 

Gudi, Gunja, Munni, Geeta : Common Indian names for girls  

Jhopad patti walas: People living in Slums 

 

* The story is based on the inhuman practice of female foeticide among uncultured and orthodox 

Indians who believe that sons are bearers of the family name and daughters are a burden. 
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Ambedo 

Arpita Mahapatra 

 

 

 Suspended in time, she gazed out of the window, floating off in a reverie. It 

felt like she’d been rooted to the spot in her subconscious; where she went and 

what she did was inconsequential. As she watched the traffic parade across the 

street, it gave her the impression that the world was spinning like a top while she 

remained stagnant. She must have sat there as the clouds metamorphosed from 

wispy cotton balls of white nothingness into a sinister grey canopy; as the caramel 

leaves dropped gracefully onto the ground- which was blanketed with snow in the 

blink of an eye. 

 

 How outlandish it was that time flew at the speed of light while she was 

caught in quagmire, slowly but surely, sinking into her doom. The sound of a water 

droplet suddenly encompassed her entire being, resonating through her skull. A 

splatter of blood on the window snapped her out of her momentary hell, dragging 

her into an actual inferno. It took her several heartbeats to realize it was just the 

rain. Terror, vertigo, hallucinations: the things life does to you. The things loss 

does to you. And you never see the world the same. 

 

 Again came summer. The sunshine was warm and crisp, with an altogether 

otherworldly glow. It was a beautiful, ephemeral Sunday morning on which peace is 

the only thing you can feel settling into your bones. She watched the breeze 

coaxing the tree tops to dance along to its gentle tunes. She went down to the 

plant in her garden, the one that she cared for like her own child. It was like 

walking into a dream. The moment she stepped near it, she was surrounded by a 

kaleidoscope of butterflies...white as an angel’s wings and light as feather.  

 

 There must have been fifty of them floating around the guava plant, as if 

rejoicing in its existence, celebrating everything it stood for. She wondered if they 

were shrouded in white as a mark of respect on the passing of a loved one. Or if 

these butterflies were ghosts of those which she would never feel again, not for 

the right reasons. A furry ball of a feline brushed against her ankles as she made 

her way back inside after watering the plant. It followed her to the doorstep, 

purring along as though it were sure she could comprehend its language. 

 

 She wondered what he would have said about it. Perhaps the same as he 

often did; that animals were somehow drawn to her in spite of her fear of them. 

She knew she wasn’t courageous enough to call herself an animal lover- all she 

felt convinced of was that she was allied to these creatures, on some level that she 

couldn’t explain.  She didn’t know how much she believed in metempsychosis. But 

it was a reassuring thought- knowing that you would never truly lose someone, 

that way. Perhaps we all really are connected, beyond the ties of reason, bound by 

an invisible thread linking us through lifetimes. 
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Risky Profession 
Gassim H. Dohal 

 

 

Fear . .  horror . . heavy rain . . facets of huge buildings provide with a shield.... 

 

Resistance . . liberation . . evacuation. . . explosions . . the explosion of a mine 

under our feet is an expected matter at any moment . . the smell of the burnt oil is 

mixed with that of rain and muddy ground . .  and on the asphalt of the road the 

sprinkles of the rain disperse whenever a speedy military car passes by.  Burnt 

cars not far from each other spread on both sides of the road.  They can be seen 

perching like ghosts on the light of consecutive explosions. 

 

Fear . . hesitation . . courage . . I do not approach . . until suddenly a soldier pulls 

out his weapon, asking about evidence of my identity. When one of the allied-army 

soldiers knows who I am, he starts blaming me for this risk I am taking.  Those 

soldiers find no way but to take me to the center of the city which starts shaking 

off its burden the dust of the suffocating months of occupation, as if the rain allies 

with it to have its water erase the traces of the violators. 

 

In front of the Intercontinental Hotel, some soldiers gather . . the entrance of the 

hotel is dark, some soldiers have been using manual light for their movements.  

And in the hall, I can see the soldiers’ bags piled up . . . 

 

The rooms and the halls are dark . . I prefer to stay in the hall talking with the 

soldiers . . recording their impression toward war and liberation . . some of the 

foreign female recruits exchange views . . they are taking part in this crazy war . . 

it seems they are in an amusement trip . . I feel confused when I approach them, 

and instead of asking . . one of them inquires about my nationality.  I tried to 

respond in a broken English . . a talk takes place . . 

 

The moon slumbers in her eyelids, and on her braids the night stars scatter . . torn 

dreams and burnt desires . . One day, she said, “Y...y...you live with me in the 

heart, oh my eye.” 

 

I carry her with me in the heart and the memory . . I see her in every beautiful 

woman . . in every overtaking danger . . in every quiver of a heart . . in every 

flicker of emotion . . am I going to die in this mission . . despite the fact that the 

war has come to an end at the official level? 

 

Yet, all in the hotel hall do still talk about the accomplishments of the allied armies 

. . the attack against antagonistic military targets . . land battles. . the fatal blows 

that were aimed at the withdrawing army. 

 

The planes showered them with thousand tons of vacuum bombs, which shook the 

ground, and the smell of human grilling reached for distances, after the bodies 
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charred in the tanks and the cars.  They were fleeing from the hell of the battle, 

but it was their destiny that they met a severer and fiercer hell. 

 

With the first light of the new day, colleagues of profession start arriving from all 

over the world, in order to report such a victory to their viewers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* This short story is about being a journalist and how this profession is risky and dangerous, particularly when 

we talk about war.  The context of this story indicates that it takes place during the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 

1990. The story prescribes how war becomes the source of living for some people like journalists who struggle 

to report to people what they see and hear from the front. 
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The Nite I Tried To Sell My Soul to the Devil 

Greg N Osborne 

 

      

I managed to arrange an extremely convoluted deal to buy some smoke in this 

Costa Rican ‘Reggae Hamlet’ of  a town.  Finally an anonymous local arrives with 

alleged pot, rolled up in a piece of paper with small quantity of overpriced ganja in 

it.  We shake hands, and off to my room I go to alter my consciousness, and have a 

little fun for a change, but there’s nothing in it, just a rolled up piece of goddamn 

paper. 

 

There may come a time in your life, I hope not, when the accumulative mass of bad 

things happening to you, which are not your fault, reach critical mass, and you 

snap.  This one was the final straw up my ass, and was untenable.  I marched down 

to street of this tiny “Reggae Hamlet” [Lonely Planet, you suck], and commenced 

to make a scene with the local street Homies. A committee of the inhabitant drug 

dealers  quickly convened, and we disused the rip off in usual mis-communicated 

broken English.  I think I aptly expressed my dismay.  The group expressed 

concern and chagrin for this unethical occurrence, but came up with no recourse. 

 

So I escalated the situation, and I began laying a curse on the whole town, doing 

these weird hand gesture things, and ‘Speaking in Tongues’. I have no idea where 

this ploy came from, and obviously had not the authority of Satan behind it, 

because nothing happened.  No dead birds dropping from the sky. No sudden gust 

of foul smelling wind, nothing. My incantations were met with a confused reaction 

by the gathered multitude, and getting no positive action plan from this, I decided 

to escalate the situation once more.  

 

“Ok, ok watch this, POLICIA, POLICIA!" I began shouting, who were just down the 

street, ignoring everything as per Reggae town protocol.   

 

‘Geez, I wonder who would have gone to jail and been demanded a large bribe to 

be released, if they had come?’ 

 

But it did get the attention of the assembled Town Council.  They realized I was 

serious,  and crazy  as s*** and needed to be the f*** shut up.  They did not resort 

to violence, because inevitable policia involvement evidently was against town 

protocol, and so, Low and Behold’, one of the good pot dealers handed me a pinch 

from his own personal stash… good community spirit. I promptly thanked the 

assembled, apologized for the inconvenience I had caused, and retired to my cell 

for respite.  It was crappy pot, but sufficed.  I’m like a cockroach, man I can get by 

on very little. 

 

The pot was good enough for me to go out into the street, and have a reasonably 

good time for the evening hanging with the street crowd. The odd thing I noticed 

was that the locals were all doing coke, snorting it on the street, like they were 
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lighting up a cigarette. I figured it out. The cartel had dried up the supply of weed, 

and had switched the local populace to coke and meth, higher profit margin, and 

more convenient to handle.  That’s why the chronic was so hard to score.  This 

realization made me feel a tinge of empathy for the Ganja Dealers, here, who were 

so fearful of retribution from the South American Mafia, nobody could find the guts 

to grow their own. If I had asked for coke, the transaction would have gone much 

more smoothly.  It’s not my drug, however, because it slowly steels/steals your 

soul, which as events unfolded for me that evening, reached a new low in value. 

 

What made me offer my devaluated soul to the Devil later that evening was this:  I 

met 2 chicks on the street that nite, young beautiful, blond white chicks from the 

U.S. They taught mentally disturbed adolescents back home, and handled 

themselves so skillfully with the street boys who became coke energy obnoxious 

as the evening snorted on.  I don’t like coke and its energy. It's not really fun and 

invites not so nice demons from the astral plane. 

 

At one point one of the Latinos playfully slapped one of the girls for her comment.  

She handled him with grace, and a calm courage that startled me. I realized they 

were Angels.  I can recognize them when they appear.  Let's call it Angeldar; I fell 

in love with their energy.  When you meet Angels, their energy is so high, the 

baser instincts just melt away.  I was having a great time talking to them, and I felt 

a connection which I just wanted more of.  Months of isolation as a professional 

stranger in Costa Rica,  not finding a direction, and my loneliness growing like a 

drowning fog, had created in me a quiet desperation, ominous, threatening, perhaps 

instigative of a suicidal episode.  The violent tossing ocean of the nite, nearby, 

beckons oblivion.  She offers the final solution to a life too filled with 

disappointments, blind alleys, unrequited love, and everything good always going 

bad. 

 

I just wanted to talk to these Angel creatures for a little while without the barrage 

of macho coke energy.  We all agreed to reconvene in the local bar nearby.  I 

needed this.  Just a little perk to get me by for the nite. I went  to my room, got 

some more money.  When I returned they were  gone, nowhere to be found. 

 

My sense of abandonment and loss was so complete, and debilitating, something in 

me broke.  I returned to my room.  The emptiness so palpable and defeating I was 

forced to extreme measures.  God had long since abandoned me, and had  left me 

to my own devices. Might as well try the other side. What do I have to lose, my 

eternal, immortal soul, who cares?  It’s either this or the dark stormy sea, now. I 

take a moment to rue the life that has gotten me to this moment.  

 

 “OK, big boy, let's see what you got.  Satan, I summon you!” 

 

Silence….. I roll my eyes around the room checking the periphery, looking for 

signs of movement, room shaking ,cold chill wind,  foul smell of sulphur, the sound 

of a low throaty voice?   Nothing….. 
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‘Hell, I’ve gone this far might as well go for it.’ 

 

“Come on! We’re talking my Immortal, Goddam Soul, here! I’m waiting, D***head, 

of The Darkness!” 

 

‘Oh Jesus, now I'm trying to piss off the Devil! I am so goddamn, m*****f*****, 

desperate.  I don’t care..  My life has been hell anyway, what can he do to me that I 

haven’t already experienced?  Ah, holy Jesus! I don’t want to think about it.  You 

had your chance Jesus, so f***off!’ 

 

A gecko chirps, That could be a sign!…  No Christ, that’s stupid.  I’m in the tropics 

in a Hotel room.  Geckos chirp.  

 

“You don’t have to be subtle about this, Lucy! Ya’ wanna make a deal for my soul 

or not?!....In or out?!... More silence… buzzy in the ears, silence…  It’s too quiet, 

not even a barking dog silent. Seconds turn into minutes.  Nothing. 

 

‘He probably doesn’t exist either.’ 

 

That’s kind of a cheery thought.  If the shit we’re in was simply a product of human 

stupidity, my own life, archetypical of this, I could handle a lot better than a nearly 

omnipotent Demon from the 10th dimension controlling and manipulating 

everything for the greater suffering of Humanity.  But if there is a Devil there must 

be a God, and what about the Space Aliens?  I was hanging with some Angels, and 

some lost Souls tonite, but I don’t believe in anything, anymore, anyhow.  What to 

do?  What to do? 

 

[musical] “Call it another lonely nite,” Did the Bee Gees do that?’ 

 

“F*** it.” 

 

I go to bed. Maybe He’ll wake me in the middle of the nite, my head twisting 

around like a top, and make me vomit green pea soup.  

 

‘Wo, a bowl of split pea soup with ham and bacon in it, a few onions, a touch of 

garlic…. With a dollop of sour cream on it.  That stuff really gives me the farts, 

though.  That’s probably like an olfactory attractant for Satan.’ 

 

I sleep the dead, but morning comes.  Didn’t even have a nightmare.  The ocean 

roars out my door with its crashing, charging, exuberant waves.  The fog burns off, 

and  the sun bursts thru with a happy vitality.  People move in the street, in a slow 

steady rhythm. No soup puke to clean up. 

 

I paint on newspaper; It’s all I have. It’s a picture of someone’s a** having a 

broomstick shoved up it.  Mine, I suppose.  It’s all in dark browns and blacks.  It 
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comes out pretty good. The herb helped a little.  Something of significance has 

been created, for the day.  I contemplate the previous evening, the passing 

encounter with the Angels, my attempt to sell my soul to the Devil, the shredding 

of my last moral fiber.  Something, vaguely therapeutic about the whole thing, but I 

wouldn’t advise you to try this at home. 

 

I know, let’s pretend that I underwent a shamanic journey to the Underworld, and 

returned, and this somehow helped the Greater Good, which would make me feel 

more worthwhile, and I’m a stronger person for it, to harden me.... 

 

[musical] “For the times that are a cumin” 

 

 Yeah, let’s pretend that.                 

 

 THE END                                                                               
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Last Wish 

Jitamoni Phukan 

 

 

Amrit stared at his face. What might be the man thinking in this moment? What 

probably may occur in his mind? Is it flash back of his life span that he left behind? 

Repentance? Introspection? Grief? Or something else? 

 

The man has celebrated a life in true sense and reached a border line today. Now 

it is time to cross the border line of life and to make a journey of heavenly abode. 

That is the ultimate truth of life; nobody can break that rule of Nature. Not even 

Ramen Uncle. Sometimes truth is so better, Amrit thinks. 

 

‘No’, he wonders, ‘to be alive is the ultimate urge of human being’. This Cancer 

patient who has been going through chemo-therapy in hospital is not expecting his 

death and even nobody of his family members. Amrit remembers the moment his 

Uncle got his sense back on the third day in his hospital bed. “Oh! I would not even 

realize …..if I were dead….Babu?” 

 

“Who told you that you are going to die? Death will come to your enemies!” 

 

Babu startled and screamed at the same moment. He wanted to avoid the topic of 

death.  

 

Ramen Hazarika, had a happy life with a caring wife and three children well settled 

in their respective career in three metro cities of India. Eldest son Mahim is a 

software engineer who has settled in Bangalore, only daughter Nidhi is in Delhi and 

working in a Multi-National company and the youngest son Rupam is settled in 

Pune. All of them are happily married. Amrit is the only nephew of his late brother, 

who is popularly referred to as 'Babu' among all family members. Babu is always 

closely attached with them. From the time he has been introduced with his only 

paternal Uncle, he is familiar with his Uncle’s well-organized life, which he always 

admires. Amrit is blessed with his Uncle’s love, from his infant days till the time he 

has been appointed as a government employee in Social Welfare department in 

Sibsagar district of Assam. Amrit is guided by his Uncle in every aspect of life 

after his father’s death. 

 

Amrit wants to know his Uncle’s last wish, for which he has been constantly with 

him since fifteen days. 

 

“I will be back in time, to change the saline” 

 

‘Huh … okay’ 

 

The young and fair Manipuri Nurse told him while she was leaving the cabin 207 of 

B. Baruah Cancer Hospital. 
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Amrit just wonders how one proceeds to his ends. 

 

He has not seen death from this close earlier. When his father died, he was four 

years old. He hardly remembers the incident. Even today he could not feel the 

grief for his father’s demise. He never can imagine that his mother will die and he 

will be left alone in this world. It doesn’t come to his mind, that, he himself will die 

one day. He doesn’t know why! Three children of Ramen Hazarika were back to 

their work place after one week of hospital routine hoping that father will be 

alright in some days, although, they know his worsening condition very well. Amrit 

never noticed a negative attitude in his Aunty’s face too. Why does human being 

urge to live forever in this world, even though they are well aware of their 

destiny? Amrit hopes to get a solution in every moment of his Uncle’s journey in 

this part of his life. 

 

“Hello, Mahim?” 

 

“How is Deuta now?” Hesitant voice of Mahim touched his heart. 

 

“Doctors say, he will improve very soon. You don’t worry brother; Uncle is more 

than father for me. I will provide all comfort he needs. Take care of yourself. Don’t 

be panic. He will be perfectly all right”. 

 

“Hope so! B..a..b..u”. Both of them know their own position, that they are consoling 

themselves only. 

 

“How is Ma? Is she crying?” 

 

“She is ok, has gone to home and will go to Mandir too.” 

 

“My leave has been granted, I will be there by next Monday”. Mahim wanted to fly 

to Assam as soon as possible. 

 

“Okay, Bhai, take care” 

 

It has become a routine for Amrit to console all three siblings of Uncle. Confined in 

a circle of some bindings, they are helpless in their own positions. Uncle, Aunty, 

Mahim, Nidhi, Rupam and he himself. Uncle has been retired from his service of 

‘Kar Bhawan’ since ten years. 

 

What could be the last wish of Uncle who has been counting his last, in the 

sophisticated medical service of hospital? Irreparable cancer of ‘lung’ has invited 

death which is crawling through each part of his body. All the family members 

wanted him to take outside of Assam for better treatment, but Uncle refused. That 

is another mystery for Amrit. Did Uncle know? And wanted to embrace his death in 

his motherland? If so, how is he feeling? 
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Mountains of questions came to his mind in ripples while observing the parade of 

death march through his dear Uncle. 

 

The flash of his mobile showed Aunty’s name. A Mute call on the phone will not 

interrupt his Uncle’s sleep. 

 

“Everything is all right, Aunty. You go to Mandir for his health. Nurse has checked 

and just gone. You please take your time.” 

 

The nurse came in and changed the saline bottle. 

 

Amrit forget to blink as if the man will move and wake up and will say something at 

any moment. To be an attendant in the hospital is not an easy job. The dead bodies 

that go out from I.C.U laugh at the moving bodies. 

 

As Amrit was expecting, he moved his hands, and signaled to get rid of the oxygen 

mask. Uncle wants to say something. He is buried with instruments, he can’t utter 

anything. The eye’s of the man prays, “Please, leave me.” The only listener of the 

unuttered speech of Uncle is helpless. One word of Uncle is a dream for him now. 

Amrit pressed the bell and the Nurse came in. Doctor is also called for who 

allowed having a communication among the two. 

 

“Uncle” 

 

Amrit feels pain in some part of his heart. 

 

“Rupam……be sympathetic for him…….he’s innocent” 

 

“No, Uncle! Rupam, Mahim and me are together and will always be. We love him 

and will never leave him alone in danger, whenever, he may be. ” 

 

Amrit assured him. Uncle always seemed worried for the youngest son.  

  

“Babu, I have……what happened to me?” 

 

Uncle stammered while uttering the words. 

 

“You will be all right soon. We will all visit Puri this time… my mother, you, Aunty, 

and me. On the backward journey we’ll stay at Nidhi’s place ….Uncle!” 

 

The voice trembles while coming out from his voice-cord. 

 

It’s just a mockery of death, even Uncle knew it. Still we never stay back from 

challenging death.  
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“I am getting married, Uncle. You know that. You are postponing your visit to 

Dishang Mukh. This time, I will not spare you. You have to fix the date very soon. 

Ma is waiting for you only. Your consent will fix it.” 

 

Uncle did not reply. 

 

Amrit wanted to run outside and cry loud to relief his heart.  

 

Doctors asked Amrit if they can arrange the pipes again and waited for his signal. 

 

For a while Uncle is thinking something within himself. May be his place of birth, 

his dear village Rangati is calling him, waving its hand from distance…..May be a 

urge to live another life is waving its hand, calling him to get out of this….. 

 

Amrit didn’t know, Uncle couldn’t explain. 

 

Doctor is preparing to catch him back with the instrument. They will apply Chemo-

therapy again tomorrow morning. 

 

Uncle raised his hands to stop the doctor. Closed his eyes for a while, again 

opened up and the words came out in his weak voice. 

 

“When Aunty will be back from Mandir, tell her to get ready with my Muga Kurta. 

We have to fix your date soon. We….will….visit Dishang Mukh….Babu.” 

The grip of his hand on Babu is tighter. 

 

Amrit detected two drops of liquid in Uncle’s eyes, where the last wish shined. 

 

Doctor’s signaled Amrit to go out for a while. Love for life will stimulate an inner 

urge in his Uncle, which will give him a new life, Amrit thought and allowed nature 

to take whichever course it is supposed to. 
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A Conversation of Working Women 

Madhavi Lata 

 

 

It was normal day of monsoon of north India- hot, sweaty, and irritating. It had 

rained in the morning so potholes of roads were full of muddy water as well. 

However, due to rain it was not as crowded in bus as it usually used to be. That 

was because only those who had to travel were travelling. I was one of them. 

 

There were only few passengers in the bus so I got a seat comfortably on a two 

seater. In the same row on a three seater some ladies were sitting and were busy 

with their talk. I was trying to read newspaper but was not able to do so because 

of the wind and potholes which were making bus sway. 

 

Unable to do anything and being not much interested in music I started paying 

attention to what was happening in the bus. It was then I noticed that these women 

were sharing stories of themselves. I got interested even though I knew It wouldnt 

be right to listen to others’ conversations. 

 

They were three of them. And their attire and later their conversation showed that 

they were all working and may be working in the same office. Let's Call them 

Rachna, Devika & Ritu 

 

Rachna: (annoyed) I have fired my house maid. 

 

Devika: (shocked) Why? 

 

Rachna: Hmm. She never does things properly. Weather is so hot and whenever 

she cooks, she does not care about cleanness, especially about her sweaty 

forehead where sweat drops seem to be eager to dissolve in lunch. 

 

Devika: (chuckling) Yes, you are right. But how do you manage to cook because 

you are not keeping well? 

 

Rachna: Yes, my health is not good still I manage and my husband always wants 

only me to cook. He never understands my situation. He wants me to work until I 

finally collapse. 

 

Devika:  Yes you are absolutely correct. These husbands are the same. Whenever I 

do laundry at home and ask my husband to dry it upstairs, he happily does his 

clothes and those of children while mine takes so consciously that nobody could 

ever see him and catch him spreading my blouses and petticoats. He cares more 

about his reputation than my problems. 

 

Ritu: (laughingly) Oh ma’am! Come on! All men are not same. See my husband; he 

is so helpful and caring. He never cares about society and its people . 
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Rachna: (happily) So lucky of you Ritu!  But my husband is really nasty and wicked. 

Once we both were going to some place. We got in bus. There was a triple seated 

row vacant. I sat with my child while my husband sat in some other row. 

Meanwhile a gentleman got in bus and sat beside me. That time my husband was 

busy in enjoying scenery. He did not notice the person at that time. An hour 

passed, suddenly he saw that gentleman sitting by my side and got annoyed and 

asked him to vacate the seat but that person didn’t agree and he forced me to react 

and tell other person that he is sitting there for more than an hour. After a heated 

argument my husband told that gentleman that he is my husband, so this had a very 

funny ending. 

 

Devika: (suddenly changing the topic) Why are children named after their father 

and not mother? A mother carries the child for nine months in her womb, but when 

she begets the child everyone says the father’s name that he had a kid not the 

mother this is really a matter of great discussion in our society. 

 

(Sudden change of topic again) 

 

Rachna: In hilly areas especially in Uttarakhand if a couple of different castes want 

to get married their parents never get annoyed, they just scold them and ask them 

to leave the place immediately and when they spend visiting them a few times the 

parents of both the parties send money and other help to the married couple. They 

never become stoic in their behaviour or decision. 

 

By this time their stop arrived and they got down. 

 

I was chuckling at their conversation. It was just all small and irrelevant.  Where do 

their questions stand when there were so many burning issues about women 

empowerment and a lots more serious issues of women oppression and even 

torture- be it psychological or physical? 

 

But then something struck me. 

 

Are we too busy at discussing big issues that we ignore equally significant small 

issues? 

 

Those women were well educated and well off and they were not simply ranting 

about men, because they were ready to appreciate what was appreciable. But their 

conversation showed one thing. 

 

Only discussions at macro level empowerment of women and gender sensitivity at 

work place cannot solve a thing. Things need to be solved and sorted out at micro 

level if not at first then at least at parallel level to the solving macro level 

problems of the same issues. That is because all men are not into torturing women 
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or oppressing them, but at the same time they are not sensitive towards women as 

well. 

So, even if government make rules and laws to solve bigger problems of women, 

they are not going to change the mind set of common people. And until the 

common man is able to understand the problem of a common woman, problems are 

not going to be solved. 

 

And that does not seem to be taking place in near future as we are too busy to look 

at sky rather than looking at the ground beneath our feet. 

 

So, good luck with your problems ladies! 
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A Lady’s Unrealized Ambition 

Mrudula Lakkaraju 

 

 

The bleak warmth of the sun on a cold morning wakes me up. Dragging myself out 

of the cold bed, I open the window hoping for some cheer to creep in. The visual of 

the wet marshes, fog and chilling breeze rudely startle me of my hope of finding 

cheer from my surroundings. I look outside the window and a heaviness creeps 

into my heart and an audible sigh escapes my lips. I look around the empty room 

for a sympathetic agreement to my loneliness. 

 

The smell of the roast meat from the kitchen does not offer me any solace. It 

becomes yet another reminder of my loneliness. I was married at a tender age by 

parents who wished me better fortune in marriage. But the marriage gave me the 

load of managing this huge estate, staff and loneliness with my husband always 

away on career enhancement. There are no friendly neighbours around, thanks, to 

the high living we have opted for. The God had kept us away from having children 

even to channelise our aspirations through them. There are times when the young 

children of the estate staff fill me with a yearning to hold in my arms one of my 

own. 

 

I now only pretend to live, waiting for the next time my husband is around filling 

the home with guests, keeping me busy and away from my usual self. After the 

revelry I dread the moment when it all comes to an end and with horror I realise 

that I am left to myself. 

 

This time there is a surge of hope as the time has come when my husband would 

come visiting. I renew my vows to myself that as a dutiful wife I shall cater to all 

his needs.  

 

As I am struggling with these thoughts I hear the mailman bring the mail. Unable to 

contain the excitement, I run to him with anticipation. I get a letter from my 

husband informing me of the highpoints of his career on this tour. This is my 

window into his world. As I read details about his successful stories I am filled with 

a pang of jealousy. I wish I could be away from this dreadful place and take on all 

the adventures he seems to undertake. I quell this pang assuming the role of a 

dutiful wife, feeling happy for my husband. 

 

This letter is special. It describes the hardships my husband has undertaken for the 

organisation he works and has been the reason for huge profits to his boss. He 

informs me that a promotion is expected for his worthy contribution. There are 

many who live contented with what they have. My husband is not one of them. I 

take immense pride in announcing that the way his career took off in leaps and 

bounds is his ambition. 
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The pang of jealousy returns. How I wish I could take his place. I wish there was 

some kind of a magic that I can live his life for a day. How I wish!  

 

The letter also contains the details of a fortune teller he has visited on one of his 

stops. The fortune tellers words affect me in a way even I cannot fathom. The 

fortune teller has predicted that my husband would own a huge business empire 

one day.  

 

The dream of being your own boss and an opportunity to live your life at your own 

terms, intoxicates me. We now would have the money to move away from this 

dreadful place and start a life of our own. And maybe this new life would not 

cordone me off from his adventures and might offer me glimpses of it. The chain 

reaction sets in driving a kind of a frenzied energy into me. I start dreaming and 

imagining and I cannot seem to stop.  

 

This new thought occupies my thoughts during the day and the night. I cannot 

sleep. This nervous energy which fills me troubles my routine but contrarily also 

gives a release to the years of repressing my dreams and following my husband’s. 

Not many would sympathise at this sacrifice I have made. Not many even realise 

the sacrifices they have made to aid and abet their husband’s dream. I am not one 

among them This new me screeches for atonement of all that I have given up so 

that my husband can have a dream. I cannot take it anymore! 

 

That night my husband returns from his trip carrying loads of presents for me. We 

spent many moments happily catching up on the news of each other’s life when we 

were not together. That night was long as we went on talking filling up the silent 

corners of this home which should have been filled with children’s laughter.  

 

My husband also informs me of his boss’s impending visit to our place for a 

meeting. He insisted that he be lodged at our place as it was spacious and could 

easily accommodate the Boss and his son. He gave me stern instructions to ensure 

that he has a comfortable stay. I agreed and obliged.  

 

That night the restlessness that has been keeping me from my sleep reared its 

head again. A sinister thought formed in my mind. I was so intoxicated with the 

release the fortune prediction has brought to my life, that all sense of good or bad 

left me.  

 

My husband noticed this restlessness in me and spent some time encouraging me 

to share my thoughts. He seems like a changed man. The long days and hours 

spent away from home has made him even more affectionate towards me. On 

gentle prodding my thoughts tumbled forth. He looked like a man hit by something 

heavy.  
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He gently took my hand into his, understood the loneliness I was living in and 

apologised for being selfish. He discussed at length all my aspirations and 

ambitions and gave wind to them.  

 

As years passed, we were blessed with two girls. He encouraged me to take up a 

job, helped me earn many professional degrees and sometimes when I was away 

on a professional task he stayed back home to tend to the young ones.  

 

That night if my husband did not realise my side of the ambition, a different turn of 

events could have taken place. I thank god for the timely intervention. In my 

frustration of being recognised, heard and accepted I had schemed to kill my 

husband’s boss and his young son, paving a way for my husband to take over the 

business.  

 

Once again I thank these times when men now are more sensitised to the concepts 

of gender equality and women empowerment. I know, that I have been averted 

from ending my life like another Lady Macbeth. 
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That Woman....My Mom! 

Dilip Kapadia 

 

 

The woman, my mom, Shashi, I loved her as much as any human being can really 

love and adore someone. I had witnessed her life – she has always had to deal with 

health struggles. I guess that might have aroused more sympathy and concerns for 

her in my heart. I had three brothers and one sister and all were elder to me. 

 

I distinctly remember that day: it was my wife’s birthday and a celebration was 

planned but since morning my mother was unwell, plans were on hold.  By evening, 

she became so gravely ill, that she was almost sinking and we could sense it. I 

could recollect, that for some clinical check up, her blouse had to be opened. It 

was immensely dismaying for our attending family doctor as well as the family 

members to find that her left side breast area skin was shrunk and quite disfigured 

with patches of worn out stitches over it. Seeing this when the doctor asked us 

"Was she ever operated for cancer or something?” We were all shocked and 

answerless. The person, my father, who could have had answered the query, had 

passed away since long. However, medically that was not very pertinent for her 

immediate treatment and hence the doctor had not insisted for the answer. 

 

Somehow suddenly the gestalt of my childhood episode started taking shape in my 

memory. That one incident and its memory is still intact on my mind & 

heart.......that British surgeon and my meeting with him flashed instantly on my 

mind!!!  

 

I don’t remember my exact age, perhaps I was four or five years old. 

 

One fine morning my father said that today we had to get ready early to go to a 

hospital. My father had brought a grand flower bouquet. As a child, I was getting a 

feeling of some very special happening to take place, in which leaving others in the 

family, my involvement was certainly there as I was made to wear a special dress. 

I was then given to understand that we were to meet a doctor who was here all the 

way from London. 

 

In those days, it was something very exciting to meet a foreigner and a doctor. 

This hospital had a very distinct image for having European doctors and surgeons. 

Along with my dad & mom we reached there by a horse-carriage, a luxury then. 

Somehow, I am still able to recollect vividly that the frontage of the hospital was a 

big green expanse of soft, evenly mown lawn. Though fully covered by the delicate 

plantation of waist-high colourful pink, white and red roses, the tidy erection was 

reflecting an air of quite a forbidding boundary. The morning dew was still there, 

making the evenly damp grass gleam. The view is almost like a picture in my mind, 

even today. Some bright, walnut polished, heavy wooden chairs were placed neatly 

around a rectangular low height black table in the middle of the green expanse.  
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On our reaching there, we were made to sit on those chairs. Our wait was not too 

long, when we saw a group of some bright looking personalities stepping out from 

the broad elegant front door of the hospital. As they were walking towards us, my 

dad got up and reached up to them as a gesture of respect and shook hands with 

all of them. It appeared as though they were meeting after a long spell of time, so 

my dad tried to introduce himself particularly to Dr. Nelson from the group. It 

seemed my father was trying to make him recollect some specific occurrence. 

Then pointing at my mom, he said, “Sir! She is my wife Shashi, the one whose 

breast you had operated and saved her life when she was pregnant.” Slowly 

drifting towards me, he placed his hand on my shoulder and added, “And this is my 

youngest son Suketu, whose critical delivery was also conducted soon after under 

your care.” With a tone of great expectancy, my father then asked, “I hope you 

remember, sir?"with a slight hesitation,  the doctor looked at my mom and me, and 

made us feel, as if he almost could. He was a tall and hefty and had worn silver 

grey suit with a dazzling white shirt. He had the countenance of an English 

gentleman. I was made to hand over that huge bouquet to that doctor. He 

expressed his gratitude for our gesture in a very sincere manner.  Soon we all 

were served steaming hot coffee in earthen brown colored mugs.  Casually sipping 

the coffee, he again came closer to my dad and briefed him with some medical 

advice for my mother. This meeting is engraved in my heart.  

 

The vision of my ill mother and the memoir drew significance and meaning now. I 

could realize and appreciate the value, sentiments and heartfelt indebtedness that 

my deceased father was then trying to express so candidly to that foreigner. In an 

age of bullock cart, dusty roads and open gutters, how must my father have 

prefigured the killer disease?  How must he have single handedly borne the 

expenses of the treatment?  I am sure that surgery and treatment must have cast 

its own doom on our living, but I don't remember anything like that.  It gives 

shivers down my spine just to think of that. My respect for my father grew all the 

more that day. Just Imagining about it, my eyes get damp.   

 

I never had affiance in prayer but now my emotions got stirred up and I prayed for 

both, my father and that unknown soul by whose blessed virtue we both, my 

mother and I could  exist, live and laugh. 

 

That night my Shashi left me! It was as if I was totally isolated and up-rooted from 

the world. For nights and days, I sobbed. I sobbed less for her death than for being 

unable to mark a justification for all that happened to her. On the contrary, I felt, 

‘at last she is relieved from her ghastly sentence of earthly punishment.’  

 

Losing my mother of any age, at any age, is an incomparable personal 

bereavement. Somehow everyone feels — my mother was an unequalled soul. And 

so I could not be an exception anyway.   
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An ‘Ordinary’ Evening In The City 

Srimanta Das 

 

 

From my sixth floor balcony, at six in the evening, I have a view of the city from 

above the city lights. On the advertisement boards that block the sky I see an 

attractive half naked young lady, a model, a would-be movie star, endorsing a soap 

she has never used, a new 3D fantasy movie attracting the generation for the 

future, and a car, an attractive machine for the future from makers ‘who believe in 

a fast future’. Behind the bright things for the future the sky looks like the black 

frame of a large LED screen which no one notices. The hardly visible stars are not 

missed. They have accepted the neglect. The moon…well, for me it has simply 

ceased to exist. Probably the people ‘who believe in a fast future’ have thought 

that I have no need for moonlight in an era of romantically dim amber lights. Their 

intelligence is obvious. Moonlight is not a thing on which I spend my money, maybe 

that’s why they have thought that they can rob me of its unnecessary romanticism 

with a safe conscience. When it comes to the sky there are no property laws. The 

sky is a mere gift of nature…something they can exploit without the least chance 

of being complained against. I have stopped bothering, not that I ever thought of 

making a formal complaint to anyone…or against anyone. Well… there is no 

‘anyone’.  

 

I wait for the band to begin with their rehearsal while staring at a twenty year old 

photograph of me and my parents standing behind a birthday cake with five candles 

on it. They are a young set of college boys who stay in the other flat of the sixth 

floor. Every evening they rehearse revolutionary rock songs accompanied by loud 

instruments. Mostly they sing about the crisis and how no revolution can actually 

set it right. The melody is not soothing but the realization is. Not that everybody 

feels in the same way. Last evening, the couple who stay just above them 

complained against them to the community. They are peace lovers and have earned 

quite a name for themselves as “the ‘sooo romantic’ couple” of the building. And 

they do everything necessary to live up to the reputation. No one has ever heard 

them quarrel. In the morning, they leave their nest holding each other’s hand and 

they return early in the evening in pretty much the same way. They celebrate 

birthdays and anniversaries and invite the whole community to have dinner and 

pray for their happiness. Only on those special occasions they play their music 

loud and nobody complains. Everybody enjoys. They are the sort of people who 

almost always have someone to complain to. They know that the community would 

understand their problem and take steps to see that their problem is solved. The 

clock says its 6.30 and no music yet. The passing of time bears testimony to the 

success of the community in repressing the music of revolution. I relieve myself of 

the waiting by lighting a cigarette. I know that a few puffs may awaken the dry 

cough and it will keep me busy for the next half an hour but fag is one of the few 

things that I can’t resist. It adds to the charm of my idle evening hours. I smoke 

only one cigarette per day after my evening coffee. I have realized that smoking 

too much makes one immune to nicotine. But one cigarette in the evening makes 
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me feel the poison mixing in my blood and slowly rising to the idle brain to 

stimulate the cells. I indulge in the pleasure while looking at the photograph of my 

dead parents that hangs beside the one taken on my fifth birthday. 

 

At seven, the mobile rings. I know who it is…someone who ‘loves’ me and can’t 

quite understand why I don’t feel the same way. Well, apparently everybody in the 

office shares her lack of understanding. She has this abominable habit of 

complaining to ‘anyone’ (usually men who know her and me) who comes her way, 

about how insensitive I have been about her feelings. And strangely, the men…they 

always understand and they take her out for dinner and drinks to provide solace to 

her troubled soul. And she gets drunk and ends up in the comfort of their beds. She 

hates them. I am certain of that. But she is a sort of person who simply can’t bear 

to be alone. She is not a slut…she simply wants her free hours to be filled with 

something or somebody…a potentially dangerous demand for an attractive working 

woman who stays alone in the city. She is ‘in love’ with me for the same reason I 

guess…just another…to fill her time. I don’t receive her call and, I guess, that 

makes her weep and fills her time. I allow ‘the device that makes communication 

easier’ to stay at ease.  

 

Actually, I took her out once. It was the very first time she asked me to. We dined 

and she spoke about the men she hated…the school teacher who tried to exploit 

her and many others like him. And she drank…and spoke with an unconscious 

seductiveness, like the actresses from the B-grade Hindi movies. I guess she took 

me for a sentimentalist. It didn’t work. My company filled her evening hours but 

spoilt mine. She asked me to take her to my flat and I did. In the morning she woke 

up with a hangover. It was a Sunday, so it did not matter. When she discovered 

that I had not fucked her she wrapped her arms round my neck and proclaimed in 

whispers, her desire to marry me. Her voice revealed that she trusted me. The 

moral of the story-if you don’t fuck an attractive and helplessly drunk woman even 

after having the whole night at your disposal, the next morning she might find you 

trustworthy and you might get a marriage offer! I refused. She did not understand. 

I did not even expect her to understand. 

 

At seven thirty, I go out for my usual walk to keep a check on my blood sugar and 

because I have…nothing else to do. The florist who has his shop just opposite my 

apartment gives me company and shares the evening news with me. He walks with 

me…well actually I walk with him to the metro station. He behaves like a friend 

and I allow him to do so. At the stairs of the closed cake shop I see the college 

band sitting and smoking drugs. One of them is strumming almost inaudibly on his 

guitar and humming a song. No one feels disturbed. They wave at me and I 

respond with a smile. They know I like their music. The florist frowns and they 

keep their heads down. I am sure he will waste the rest of the evening moralizing 

on their conduct. His own son was a part of the band when he was alive. Six 

months ago he was crushed by a speeding taxi. The law couldn’t punish the taxi 

driver because the boy had doped. However, I don’t blame them for doping though 
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I feel pity for the florist…after all he was the only person who treated me as 

friend. One of their songs begins with the lines: 

O why not dope 

We have no reason 

To stop 

To be sane…. 

 

Well…I can’t disagree. 

 

I walk silently and allow the old man to muse on the memory of his son’s death…a 

memory which usually awakens when he sees his son’s mates. The florist shakes 

my hand before saying ‘Good Night’ and disappearing in the underground lit by 

tube lights. I walk alone. Under the halogen lamps the street looks amber and 

black. The doors look black and hide tiresome stories that won’t interest any 

author. My mobile starts ringing for the seventeenth time. It’s her. I feel the desire 

to receive the call…to be honest I always do but something stops me. Maybe, its 

because I like her and can’t stand the way she does everything to undo that 

feeling. I neglect the device and walk on paying little attention to the amber walls 

and dark doors and closed windows. This evening it seems she won’t stop. Maybe, 

she is drunk and alone and usually on such occasions she never stops.  

 

I reach the Church Road which is a road every ‘gentleman’ avoids after 8 (nobody 

has ever said that the ‘ladies’ should avoid it for even worse reasons…it is 

understood…people understand) and no one can avoid before 8. What the 

gentlemen are scared of are some street dwellers who have earned the reputation 

of being criminals. I enter the road not because I love adventure but because I feel 

nothing but pity for the people who sleep on the dark pavements. One glance at 

them might make one feel they are corpses. The corpses can do no harm I’m sure.  

But it is not just an ordinary rumour. Somebody did get murdered once just in front 

of Church school. After months of investigation the police failed to find the culprit 

so they began harassing the street dwellers. People forgot the incident but the fear 

was already born and it survived. It’s a fear that everyone pays heed to and no one 

has the…time or desire to question. I guess if you live in a city you must accept its 

fears even if they are irrational. It is a survival strategy. The city must have its 

fears…a dark side. Without it the city would simply cease to exist. Not that 

darkness and the fears are totally absent but then everyone seems to be in need of 

them. They make the citizens feel secure in their homes.  

 

The trucks screech and pass occasionally throwing light on the dwellers of the 

pavement and on the advertising boards above them. One of them is an 

advertisement of a Computer Processor with the catch line-“Your road to the 

future”. The sleepers lie undisturbed. I walk in peace. The first time I walked 

through this street I did not carry my mobile and purse. Without those 

indispensable companions I felt lost but safe. It was a bit of an experiment on the 

reputation of the street. I still remember the fear and the imaginary noises of 

someone following maybe with a knife in his hand and the many times I turned 
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back to get rid of the fear. That walk taught me a lot about fear and a lot more 

about desire because after all it was desire which forced me to experiment with 

the fear. The apartment at the end of the Church Road…well, that’s her residence. 

Every evening I allow my walks to lead me to her apartment but I do not press the 

bell just as I don’t receive her call…I listen to the loud volume of the popular soap 

pouring out from her window for a while and walk back. 

 

Tonight I see no light coming from her window. Even the television is silent. 

Maybe she is asleep. I turn to walk back. At the other side of the road the street 

dogs are resting. They are not like the human corpses. They feel disturbed…well 

one should not underestimate them in the night time. After 8 they are the monarchs 

of all they survey. I wonder whether the city’s fear is located in them. In that case 

the fear is quite real. Man’s best friend…that they are but then one should not take 

chances. I walk as softly as I can. It takes me around half an hour to reach my 

place. The watchman of my building tells me that a woman had come to meet me. 

Instincts told me that it was her. I decide to call her just for the sake of politeness. 

She does not receive. The gentleman who stays at the first floor is playing on his 

violin. He is playing beautifully. I call her again and get no response from her. I 

decide to take the stairs. All the doors are silent and the silence allows the music 

to spread. I reach my flat. The mobile starts ringing. It’s her. This time I receive. 

She drowns my ‘hello’ in her loud but heartfelt wish- “Many happy returns of the 

day!”  
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Aunt Disappears 

Stephen Gill 

 

 
Hector saw his sister Emma alighting from the car with her husband.  He went to tell 

her that their aunt was not in, and that he had been there for over an hour.  Baffled 

and worried, they looked around in the gloom of the evening.  Mr. and Mrs. Gardner 

were passing that way.  They asked them if they knew where their aunt could be.  

Mrs. Gardner told them she saw her two days ago.  They tried to alleviate their 

anxiety by saving that she must be at someone's home. 

 

Emma said, rather nervously, "There seems to be something wrong.  You must hurry 

and inform police." 

 

"Let's wait a little more.  It's not a problem to find her in a small village like this," 

Hector replied. 

 

In a flash, Hector remembered that their aunt used to keep the door key under a 

large stone, which was still there.  He went to it.  The key was exactly at the spot 

where she used to keep it when he was a child.  Inside the house, they saw a half 

finished cup of tea on the table and dishes left undone, which indicated that the aunt 

had left home in a desperate hurry.  It was unusual to see no sign of decoration.  

Hector asked Emma to look for something to prepare meals, and he went out in 

search of his aunt. 

 

Monkview was a small village of about two hundred families.  With the exception of a 

paved road, electricity and a large bungalow for the pastor, the technological 

development had not brought any conspicuous change to this part of the farmers' 

world.  As the village was located on a hill, it presented a beautiful sight, particularly 

in the Summer.  Emma and Hector were born and raised here.  Their father was 

killed in the First World War, and their mother fell victim to a fatal influenza which 

broke out after the war. 

 

On her death-bed, Mrs. Cox asked her sister Ruth to look after the children.  Ruth 

never married, and brought up the children as her own.  Later, Emma married a 

bank's accountant.  Hector became a teacher in an elementary school in the same 

city where Emma lived with her husband, about a hundred miles from their village. 

They always celebrated Easter with their aunt-- a tradition which they followed 

almost religiously.  Their aunt used to make special preparations to receive them, 

decorating the home for the occasion.  It was the first time she was absent from 

home in such a way. 

 

It was dark.  The barking of the dogs was breaking the night's silence intermittently.  

He knew every inch of the land.  Perceiving light from the church, he stepped 

towards it.  At the gate Mrs. Price exclaimed, "Hey Hector, when did you come?" 
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"About two hours ago.  I’m looking for my aunt." 

 

Mrs. Price came closer to whisper.  "She was seen recently with Ted.  You know 

him, my child.  He is the one who killed his wife and spent twenty years in prison." 

 

"When did you see her last with him?" 

 

"People saw her going to his house two or three times last week.  I am sorry to say 

that Aunt Ruth keeps a murderer's company." 

 

Thanking Mrs. Price, he headed towards Ted's home.  All sorts of unpleasant 

thoughts were crowding his mind. Ted was a mysterious character.  The villagers 

had conflicting opinions about him.  As a matter of fact, no one knew why and how he 

had killed his wife.  When he returned, after twenty years, he was a changed person.  

He began to love seclusion. 

 

The door was opened by a middle-aged, energetic man.  He said, "I am Hector.  Is 

Aunt Ruth in?" 

 

"Come in." 

 

Hector saw his aunt sitting beside a woman.  Ted was lying in the bed with eyes 

almost closed.  Aunt kissed Hector and then introduced the man who opened the door 

as Ted's brother, and the woman as his wife.  In a few minutes, Hector took leave of 

them.  Outside the house he asked his aunt, "You keep a murderer's company!" 

 

"I see him as a human being.  Ted has cancer of the stomach.  He was lonely and 

crying with pain for the last two days.  He needed assistance.  His brother came 

about an hour ago from the city." 

 

"Anyhow, we have decided to take you with us to the city." 

 

Pointing towards the east, she said: "Nearly forty years ago I buried your grandfather 

there, and ten years after that your grandma.  Within a few years your mother died.  

How can I leave them here alone?"  This village and particularly our house awaken 

memories."  

 

Hector knew that his aunt loved the village as a mother would her children.  His reply 

was only a smile.   
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The Grinding Stone Vs  The Green Dhoti 
Syed Hussain Mian 

 

 

 

As I was on my way to college, my vehicle was caught in the city’s traffic 

‘Padmavyuha’ (labyrinth), which was not unusual due to spectrum of reasons – bad 

roads, illegal encroachments, violators of traffic rules, peddlers, ill-planned city 

etc. India, I always believe is a land that always inculcates lofty values like 

‘patience’, ‘endurance’ not out of its ‘attitude’ or ‘culture’ but out of ‘unprecedented 

delays’, irremediable problems’ and ‘gross negligence’ that is all the while 

approved and justified; some even quote the ‘Karma Siddhanta’ or ‘Allah’s Will’ – 

“What is bound to happen will happen. Human beings are mere agencies to fulfill 

the wishes of the Almighty.” “Is that so?” I always used to think. Perhaps, then the 

Almighty should be made accountable for dropping atomic bombs and not human 

beings who merely carried out the mission entrusted to them from above. Traffic 

Jams are one of those situations where people are compelled to become 

philosophic and stoic. Even a Hitler would turn into a hermit!! 

 

People, particularly the drivers are more curious to know the cause of the jam than 

the remedy. My chauffeur was a class apart. However, he was very good at 

narration and reporting. So, I asked him to check out what went wrong, as I was 

quite confident that it would take lot of time to get the traffic cleared; one can 

even walk all the way to home, have a leisurely bath and come back to find the car 

in the same place and in the same situation. There was a deafening noise from the 

honking cars. Those in a hurry were blowing incessantly, those who weren’t, 

intermittently. 

 

The Municipal Commissioner of ‘Kandanur’ had a tough time trying to persuade the 

two communities to have a broader concern and allow the authorities to do their 

work ensuring better ‘Traffic Management’. However, the heads of two 

communities would not budge an inch and were prepared to go headlong.  

 

“The place is sanctified by the pious spirit of Peer Saheb and hence none should 

dare to desanctify it,” said Moulana Abdus Sulaiman Shoukat Rizvi twirling the grey 

hair of his beard with his plump fingers.  

 

“I agree to the subject of purity. But, I strongly disagree in the belief that the spirit 

of some Mr. X lingers there. The place is the seat of Lord Shiva, the lingeswara. 

The one to defy it will qualify to go to Naraka (hell)”, roared Pandit Shiva Shankara 

Narayana Murthy, counting ‘rudrakshas’ (beads) in his hands. 

 

He appeared to the Commissioner as sage ‘Durvasa’ known for his strong 

temperament and who was ever-ready to heap curses on anyone who provoked 

him and his curses could turn ‘anyone’ into ‘anything’, even to those extinct 
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animals that lived during Cretaceous era. The Commissioner shuddered at the very 

thought of being cursed and made to join the legion of Jurassic Park.  

 

“How dare you address our Peer Saheb as Mr. X. You will have to penance for it 

by rubbing your nose to the ground at this very place”, Maulana clenched his fist 

ready to pounce on the Pandit like Chengis Khan. 

 

“Hold your nerves! A word more and you will find your tongue plucked out,” 

lunged Pandit as Chhatrapathi Shivaji ready to tackle Afzal Khan.   

 

There was a great uproar from the followers on either side backing up their heroic 

representatives. Soon, the uproar turned into a commotion with each party abusing 

the other. The Collector and the Superintendent received the message and rushed 

to the spot from their offices. After an hour or so, the situation was brought under 

control. A few arrests were made and by evening, they were released. The next 

day, the Print and the Electronic Media carried the news in bold headings that the 

Municipal Commissioner received a piece of mind from the Collector and District 

Magistrate on his unilateral decision of going to the task without consulting him on 

such a sensitive issue, especially when the site is disputed and the case was in the 

court.  

 

 It all started when the young and buoyant Commissioner received some G.O.’s and 

funds directing him to turn the city into a ‘SMART’ one; Wi-fi Zones, Amusement 

Parks, LED Street lights, Pocket Parks, Fountains, wider roads, underground 

drainages and what not! The Commissioner acted ‘SMARTLY’, so far as he thought, 

unaware that it would disgrace him making him earn sobriquets like ‘peace-

destroyer’, ‘anti-religious’, ‘fascist’ etc. He wanted to widen the roads as a part of 

constructing a traffic island, a circle that would slowdown and streamline the 

vehicles all around. A small place, which strangely enough was a place of worship 

for both Hindus and the Muslims interfered in this ‘progressive’, ‘modernistic’, 

‘civic’ approach. 

 

It was Saturday and no sooner than my cousin Fayeem landed in India and reached 

home, I went to meet him. Though he was some thirteen years older than me, I 

never suffered from the stigma of ‘generation gap’ partly because of his affection 

and partly because of like-mindedness in several issues. He was my childhood 

‘hero’ and I was inspired by him in more than a way. He was quite adventurous, 

humorous to the point of being witty and had an uncanny perception of looking at 

things. I hugged him and after exchanging niceties and news regarding his 

profession in Texas and my teaching profession here, we went into his study room 

and sat facing each other. 

 

“Grand-mother is undergoing treatment in the hospital. I hope she will recover 

soon. The only apprehension is about her age,” said my brother. 
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On hearing about his ‘Grand-mother’, my face lit up and then fell pale for the 

condition in which she was. I considered her as my Grand-mother too as mine had 

died before I came to my proper senses. 

 

 “Yes! She will,” I said and I hoped so. “She has an indomitable spirit,” I added. 

 

When I was ten and my brother around twenty-three, we used to play several 

pranks on her and she used to take a broom making us run around the house. She 

was an integral part of the very few cherished days of my childhood. I was quite 

anxious to share the news of the cause of the recent traffic jam into which I was 

stuck. When I shared it, a smile broke from his lips that turned into a guffaw. Soon, 

Lateef bhai too joined the laughter. Lateef was Fayeem’s paternal aunt’s son.  

 

Fayeem was cynical about religion, Lateef amused himself by it and I was almost 

an agnostic. Three of us shared a common memory that rolled back to two 

decades. Grandmother was orthodox, obstinate and repelled anything that was 

even remotely linked with modernity or anything that attempted to replace her 

nostalgia. She had a craving for antiquities. She preferred Gramophone to Tape 

Recorder, kunkudu-kaya (soap-nut) to Shampoo, food cooked on firewood than on 

Gas Stove, the Choir cot to Cushion bed and so on and so forth. Infact, her room 

looked like an archaeological museum. One thing that was very dear to her heart 

was the ‘Grinding Stone’ that her mother had passed on to her. She wanted that her 

daughter-in-law should use only it and not mixer, though the work would become 

much more simplified over the otherwise cumbersome task of grinding. The entire 

household was vexed with the wars that circled around the grinding stone. It 

reached the saturation point when grandmother insisted everything to be crushed 

in it a day before grandfather’s ‘barsi’ (a memorial ceremony conducted annually 

as a tribute to the deceased one) where nearly a hundred relatives would visit to 

dine. The grinding stone was something of a ‘royal symbol’, a family legacy for her 

and she did not want any servant to touch it. 

 

My aunt grinded for few hours, picked up a row with grandma and went away 

delegating the work to my brother. Fayeem was in a ‘fix’. He was sandwiched and 

had to oblige mother and grandmother. Fayeem’s sister was quite weak and could 

not work on it for long. So, Fayeem, Lateef and I to a small extent carried on the 

work till late evening. Grandmother, keeping her hands on her waist personally 

supervised the work. Though the occasion became a hit, Fayeem got so worn out 

that he could not get up for the next two days. After recovery, I and Lateef bhai 

were summoned for an emergency meeting on the terrace under the Chairmanship 

of Fayeem brother.   

 

Fayeem was extremely aggrieved. He disclosed that he had planned for a pseudo-

burglary in the house and that I and Lateef should be his accomplices, the whole 

intention was to smuggle out the grinding stone!!! We reluctantly agreed after lot of 

persuasion. The plan was to be meticulously executed. In the middle of the night, 

we tiptoed into the kitchen, took the grinding stone in a small gunny bag and 
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rushed out of the house into the streets. The stalk of the grinding stone came out 

and fell in the bag itself and we did not bother much about it. Before we left, we 

stole small articles like a few plates, glasses, soap boxes, baniyans, candles, cheap 

pillow covers and had hid them in a trunk and kept it under the bed of Fayeem in 

his room. (I later came to know that all these were distributed by Fayeem to those 

who stood ‘Man of the Match’, ‘Man of the Series’ in the Cricket Competitions that 

he 'organized' (another interesting trait of his) in his College on Sundays, 

something like KPL (Kandanur Premier League), which I funnily regard as a 

precursor to IPL.) We also dislodged some articles in the house, the whole idea 

was to make it look convincing enough that a burglary indeed took place.  

 

When moving stealthily in the night, we heard the whistle of the Policeman, who, 

perhaps was on his regular beat. We were dead scared and ran as fast as we could 

handing over the bag to each other as if it were some Olympics relay. When we 

felt we cannot carry on further, we stopped near a neem tree which had a circular 

platform all around it. We, hurriedly took out the grinding stone and placed it on 

the platform and ran home. As we were running, we also saw a man in a red-

netted baniyan and green dhoti running in the opposite direction. His dhoti was 

coming in the way of his athletic feat. He stopped and removed his green dhoti and 

throwed it onto the platform on the other side of the tree and got mixed in the dark 

night. We later came to know that it was Kalicharan, a notorious pick-pocketeer 

who hoodwinked the Police and escaped. The next day Grandmother heaped curse 

after curse on the burglars. She was agonized for several days as if she had lost a 

vital part of herself. 

 

The next day, someone had noticed the grinding stone and applied white marks on 

it, considering it a ‘Shivalinga’ sent down from heaven and someone else 

considered the green dhoti as the remnant of Peer Saheb, who went from down to 

heaven. (Peer Saheb, a religious mendicant had foretold that one day, he will 

disappear and ascend to heaven and leave behind some remnant of his as a mark of 

memory which when worshipped will deliver boons. What had happened to Peer 

Saheb, nobody knew. But, mysteriously he was never seen in the City after that 

night) Ever since then, both the communities, with militant vigour began to protect 

their part of the place on the platform, erected small civil engineering structures 

on opposite sides housing their pious material!! Devotees from either communities 

came in large multitudes, breaking coconuts, chanting hymns, burning incense 

sticks, offering prayers. It became a regular practice to tie threads to the branches 

of the tree and chits too on which their problems were written with earnest 

requests and fervent hopes of getting them solved.  We used to feel bewildered 

and amused at people’s passion and intensity of devotion whenever we used to 

pass through that circle. 

 

Grand’ma recovered and we went to hospital to get her back in the car. Along with 

us came Savithramma, the childhood friend of Grand’ma. Incidentally, the date of 

her discharge from the hospital also happened to be the date of the court’s verdict 

on the ‘disputed’ place. Before, we left to hospital, the Breaking News in the 
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channels carried the news that the Court gave the decree that status-quo should 

be maintained and the places of worship should remain untouched. “Development is 

essential but not certainly at the expense of disharmony”, viewed the learned Jury. 

Fayeem talked at length about ‘Scientific temper’, ‘Rationality’, ‘Quest for Truth’ 

that were all miserably missing in the country. When we were passing through the 

centre, Grand’ma and Savithramma insisted us to stop the car. They got down and 

went to the sanctified place!! Both of them were of the conviction that the speedy 

recovery was aided by the power of that place. Both of them offered their prayers, 

Grand’ma before the hindu’s green dhoti and Savithramma before the muslim’s 

grinding stone.  

 

“Faith can move mountains. Isn’t it!” tipped Lateef bhai. 

 

“What an exemplary display of National integration and solidarity,” ironically 

remarked Fayeem bhai. 

 

“Man cannot create a worm, but can create thousands of Gods’, I said abstractedly 

as I observed the grinning Fayeem. 
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Tamtamwali 

Tanushree Choudhary 

 

                 

Tamtamwali was a well known figure in the Mishra household. Everybody,  from 

the eldest in the family, from the old Mrs Mishra to her daughters, each one of 

them, were her customers. In fact, it  was a name given to her by everybody in PP 

Colony.  It wasn’t a very small colony at that, but since she was the only one to 

move around from house to house, selling vegetables that she had become a 

popular household name to most. It wasn’t only for the quality of vegetables she 

sold that she was well known. She was affable and always ready for a talk. To 

think of her now, forty years later, the enormous time and energy she devoted 

selling her goods was probably the reason she was well known to most.  

 

Nobody knew her family as such. Except for the husband who accompanied her in 

her tour-de-colony on a tamtam (a horse cart).  When she came to sell she would 

hardly talk about herself. The talking, was the customers’ privilege. She was the 

listener for everyone, every household. Now that I recall, it was only a murmur, a 

yes, a nod from her, was the almost mute role she played in  the conversations. 

And that was it. Her visit to each house was marked by her ringing of the calling 

bell and then going back to the tamtam to fetch her things. She would carry items 

liked by each family and probably something that the family had especially asked 

her to. Of course she would carry potatoes and onions, a small amount though, as 

regular items apart from the greens. She had been associated with these families 

long enough to know them personally. From the old Mr Mishra to his three 

daughters, married and settled in the same colony, it seemed as if she had been 

with them down the ages.    

 

She was a monument of patience. Carrying items from the road across the gates 

and into the courtyard by crossing the entire house from outside was her route to 

selling. To think of it there were no apartments or flats then. Everybody was rich 

enough to live in separate houses or bungalows of their own or for that matter pay 

the rent for the house! This stood for buying vegetables on  a daily basis too. 

Nobody now seems to buy vegetables daily. It is now for three or four days 

together, or if no vegetables are there, the best and looked forward to is to eat 

out. Poor thing! She walked past the outer verandah, the outside of the house, 

crossing bedrooms and toilets and then enter the aangan or  the inner premises. 

And then spread her vegetables on the verandah inside, next to old Mrs Mishra’s 

aramkursi (arm chair). Nobody seemed to react to the doorbell or the opening of 

the gates.  

 

There was also the sound of the horse neighing outside the gates. One could smell 

the horse if you passed close by. It felt very strange as a kid to see the eyes of the 

 horse covered. We as kids did attempt to see inside the leather cover over the 

eyes of the horse by poking our heads into the cover once or twice before we 

were shooed away by Tamtamwali’s (the lady with the cart) husband. There was 
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this another sound of the bells tied to the horse’s neck with a bright pink string. In 

contrast to the overall dull appearance of the horse the bell and the string stood 

out. When the horse shook its head, the bell as if pushed out of its reverie started 

ringing. It would keep on ringing for a while till it died down slowly with the 

horse’s head coming to rest. 

 

It was only after a while that people in the house noticed her presence. She too 

made good use of the time by filling water for her horse and giving it a drink. 

 Having fended for her husband and the horse, the woman would sit down and rub 

her feet as if tired. Only then would her business at the Mishra household 

commence. Come what may she was always there. The trio of Tamtamwali, her 

husband and the horse could be found throughout the year. People in the household 

 would pass by, doing their own things, completely oblivious of her presence- 

hurrying by, trying to find something or put something in place, shouting for 

somebody or something, busy in their own lives. If she had nobody to talk to, the 

maid would then take over and get into a chit chat before the mistress of the house 

took over for the business of buying vegetables. 

 

“Did you hear that hotelwallah Bengali Ghose Babu, was stabbed in the stomach 

yesterday night? When he was returning home with his money?” 

 

“What! No it can't be! He is such a nice fellow.” 

 

“He is? He was! He is dead now!! My son told me he died early in the morning 

today.” And the two of them would sit idle for a few minutes, enjoying each others’ 

company. 

 

I wonder if Tamtamwali really thought about running a business at all. She would 

not get into any bickering over prices. Whatever the ladies of the house felt was ok 

was given to her. And not daily too. If the lady of the house deigned to give the 

money, she would take it willingly and if not then,  too she would not show any 

unwillingness or disregard. She would melt away in the surroundings. Everything 

was ok for her. How she managed to get her vegetables everyday to think of it 

now. 

 

Her age nobody could tell. Her hair was greying but she did not look old. Neither 

did she look young. Her body was bent like an old woman but her face if one 

looked deep inside, was not old. For that matter she was not older than my mother 

but probably looked haggard and aged for lack of care. Except for her husband, 

 she did not have anybody to look after or care for her. And the husband was at 

least ten years older to her. The universality of her character was that she mixed 

up with every generation- old or young. Be it the mother in law or the daughter in 

law, she made a rapport with all. The secret of her getting on well with everyone 

was that she had different conversation closet for each one. And the closets were 

air tight. What she talked with the mother in law was never discussed with the 

daughter in law and vice versa. As kids we never realized the importance of all 
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these matters. It makes more sense now - that we are in the same situation and 

similar relationships. Who says she didn’t have sense to do business? I think she 

was the one who was the most accomplished in interpersonal relationships and 

businesses flourish on building relationships.    

             

Mrs Mishra Sr., my Nani, (grandmother)  was finally seated on her aramkursi. 
Mouth stuffed with paan (a condiment made from betel leaf) and heaving with her 

own weight. She had aged now and would start to pant even if she walked a little. 

She had a short height, very fair complexion and silver hair. When she spoke she 

was panting. In a demanding voice she said:  

 

“Why have you been so late today? My daughter in law wanted to have parwal 

(cucumber like vegetable) for lunch. What’s the use of bringing it now?”  

 

She sounded offended. Tamtamwali knew her too well. She was not offended at 

these words. She had given Nani the liberty to question her and demand answers 

of course! There was an unspoken closeness between the two of them, I guessed. 

 

I mean she had spent at least half an hour going to and fro from the gates to the 

insides of the house. But she dare not say this to old Mrs Mishra. Senior people 

were not to be answered back and the old person didn’t really mean it. I kept 

looking at her puzzled: why doesn’t she say she has been here for the past half 

hour? Nani’s offence was soon put to rest the next moment when Tamtamwali did 

not reply. Tamtamwali knew the game well. I think both of them knew it well. It 

was more a test of Nani’s supremacy. She still reigned as the queen. This was 

usual format- Nani forging bitterness and Tamtamwali her temerity. The right 

mood was set for the business of buying vegetables. 

 

Tamtamwali displayed her goods- parwal, drumsticks, karela and what not . But 

Nani didn’t seem to be satisfied.  

 

“Why are the karela looking dead? Do you think I will feed the family this ?” 

 

“No, no these are very fresh. Y’ know it is the heat. I covered it with a wet sack. It 

is very fresh. Just from the fields” 

 

“You are telling  me? Don't I recognise the good from the bad? Have I become that 

old? 

 

 “Oh no I didn't mean that…..” 

 

This kind of conversation went on for more than an hour. In between Nani had tea 

with Tamtamwali. Harku knew Nani would like to have tea at this time. She could 

indulge to spend some time with her Tamtamwali, when most of the work was 

completed in terms of cooking for lunch and washing etc. Tamtamwali never said 

she was busy or would not have tea. With tea she was also served a paratha or 
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two, whatever was left from the breakfast. The two of them now entered a mode of 

isolation- away from all sounds and happenings in the household. After the tea 

Tamtamwali would instantly ask Harku for some oil to massage Nani’s feet. The 

two of them continued talking as if both of them had no other business today. 

People in the house crossed by but nobody could really say what they were talking 

about. They were as if murmurs. But Nani was alert otherwise. She kept an eye 

towards the kitchen and Harku so that a shout from her put him back on the track 

of getting lunch ready on time and more importantly that he would proceed for his 

bath. Harku was not fond of taking a bath. Come what may he never missed a 

chance of letting Nani forget her instructions. If Nani forgot to send him for the 

bath, the rest of the day would be spent on abuses and curses directed at him. 

 

“He has spoilt my puja ghar! Didn’t take a bath and dared to enter my puja room! 

Send this fellow back to the village. He is spoiling my rituals and is trying his best 

to make us fall sick with his hygiene. No, don’t let him enter the kitchen 

again……Call up his father tonight. Tell him to come and fetch his son away . We 

have no use for him….” 

 

But this was an almost daily routine. Even Harku did not mind the reprimand. 

Nani’s harsh words made his day. He did things to irritate her and when she would 

scold him, he would clap his hands in glee at having angered her. He, in fact, could 

not digest his food if did not get the daily dose of scolding. 

 

Then Nani would all of a sudden go to the puja room and come out looking here 

and there. She didn’t seem to mind us kids loitering around. She would wait for the 

right time when none of the grownups were around and then suddenly fish out a 50 

rs note for Tamtamwali. Tamtamnwali in her turn would slyly take the money and 

keep it with the vegetables as if it was a piece of paper. And at the opportune 

moment she would deftly tie the note in her waist. Business done, she would sit for 

a little while more till people would come asking for her from other households. 

Then she would briskly pick up her products and go away, with the same 

expressionless face of hers. To make an appearance again the next day. 

 

Nani was taken ill one day. It started with diarrhea and almost took her life. She 

was very conscious of what she ate and when she ate. Despite that she was prey 

to stomach infection. She took almost fifteen days to recover fully. An old body, 

tired and exhausted probably. But you should have seen Tamtamwali’s face. She 

was a reflection of Nani’s frail body. Nani’s was confined to her  bed for fifteen 

days though there were two daughters in law to look after her. And grandchildren 

to run about and run errands. The kids kept her occupied with something or the 

other the entire day. At times she would get fed up with us kids and demanded in 

her broken fragile voice: 

 

“Call her mother! Tell her to take them away!” 

 

And the moment they were gone 
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“Where have the kids gone? I haven’t seen them for quite some while.” 

 

And the kids were brought back to create the same scene and the same 

reprimands. Nani was difficult to please. Even her own daughters could not be sure 

what to expect next.  

 

But it was Tamtamwali’s sheer love and devotion for Nani that seemed to revive 

her. She would not leave Nani’s side. Massaging her feet, helping her in taking a 

bath, helping her wear the sari, combing her hair, everything, since the time she 

entered the house in the morning. Gone was her business now. She proved to be a 

boon for the daughters in law too. An extra hand was always welcome. And 

somehow Nani, even though she scolded Tamtamwali seemed to eat out of her 

hands. If the children failed to make her have her meals, Tamtamwali was 

successful: 

 

“Ae Maiji, eat a little more. I will go then. Maiji do you know, 99 no wali gave me a 

torn sari! What do you think? Should have I taken it?”  

 

Nani would scold her even then:  “Stupid woman! Why did you take it? I could have 

given you only if you had asked but…” went on the conversation. 

 

Tamtamwali left the entire show on her husband. Her vegetable business was not a 

soaring business but it was something by which the duo held on in life. The 

husband didn’t question her or even stop her from serving Nani. He understood the 

affection that existed between the two. And Nani was ‘Maiji’ for him too. It was 

Tamtamwali who made my infirm Nani a robust one. What bond they shared I as a 

kid did not realize then. As a young children we thought Nani was cross with her 

because of the way Nani treated her. Scolding and labelling her vegetables as stale 

and uneatable. I personally felt Nani was unkind to her reprimanding her the way 

she would. I used to think to myself: Nani tries to be high and mighty with her 

because the other one is poor. 

  

After Nani it was Tamtamwali’s turn to be unwell. She gave little time for the 

people to think about her. One day we heard she was unwell and the very next day 

came the news that she was gone! Her husband whom we had never seen speak, 

came weeping bitterly: 

 

“She is dead, Maiji! She is no more! She is gone never to come back!” 

 

He went on howling. Nani’s house was dead silent. Nobody knew what to say. It 

was a shock to all of us. He kept crying for a long time. Nani kept watching him, 

mute. Whom would she scold now? Gone was her mate, a listener, a receptacle to 

all her fury. Nani was very disillusioned with life. She could not eat that day. She 

kept munching at her paan the entire day and went to bed without a morsel. The 
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kids looked at her and kept away from Nani’s bed. They knew Nani had been 

affected badly.  

 

Nobody knew how to handle Nani. Nani kept to herself for the next two days 

though she started eating a little. She ate less but gazed at the wall more. Nani got 

impatient when it got to be  Tamtamwali’s arrival time. She would get up and pace 

up and down the room, the verandah and move around the aramkursi, very 

perturbed,  trying not to get into conversation with anybody. She fretted a lot. We 

thought Nani had changed drastically. It was impossible to find another 

Tamtamwali. It was next to impossible to console her. This went on for a few days. 

 

One fine morning Nani was dead. The previous night she had been fine, in the way 

that she was. She seemed peaceful in her eternal sleep, freed from the shackles of 

life. People poured in to console the Mishra family.  

 

“No, no she was not that old. And she was keeping fine. Only yesterday she was 

asking me a knitting pattern….” and so on.  

 

“What happened to her? Did she have stomach problem again? She seemed ok to 

me.” 

 

Everybody thought she was old and could not carry on anymore. But something 

was amiss. Nobody could explain the reason for her sudden departure. While 

others sobbed and lamented for Nani. I felt Nani to be at peace in her new abode. 

 

“She is happy. Probably met her soulmate up above.”   
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Helpful Advice 

Wr. Shital Gangopadhyay 

Tr. Tushnim Gangopadhyay 

 

 

Dear Vikas,  

 

I was really happy to receive you letter after such a long time. The fact that you 

were unwell, however, has greatly dampened my joy. I see that you have asked for 

my advice regarding your post-treatment weakness. Well I would have loved to 

advice you, but you know, these days I have just lost the will. There was a time 

when I used to run around all day, bestowing my advices on any that would ask, 

and even those that didn’t. That they often worked, is evident in your request. But 

like I said, these days I have grown tired of advising.  

 

Do you remember Mukul? Our classmate at school, the one who used to say ‘th’ 

instead of ‘s’? He came to see me once, saying that he wants to buy a plot in 

Asansol and was short of cash. I told him to invest in a remote area, where the 

plots were cheap, but would soon turn into an industrial zone. That’s exactly what 

happened. He invested quite a lot, and now that area has become one of the 

important industrial hubs of the city. Then there was Animesh . . .  

 

But all that’s in the past. These days not even my family has any faith in me. My 

son got a zero in his exams, although his answers were correct. So I told him to 

add a note on every page, asking the teacher to check her facts before marking. 

After all, unfair marking hurts the students’ interest in further study. But the boy 

says that if he tried this, then he would certainly be failed in the final exam. 

 

Then there’s the matter with my wife, which was a lot more serious. Her boss has 

been harassing her almost every day. Now she is scared of going to the office. I 

didn’t know about this at first until she asked me for my advice. 

 

I said, ‘Slap him hard the next time he tries this.’ 

 

‘But he’ll fire me if I did that!’ She replied. 

 

‘Well, let him’ I said, ‘Getting fired is a lot better than being harassed at work!’ 

 

Now I am waiting for her to return with her termination-letter. 

 

Then there was this one man whom I tried to help a few days back. I told him, 

‘Your house is being built all wrong. You should leave a few feet towards the road. 

A wider road is good for everyone. Even if you don’t think about the others, it will 

be easier to get your car in and out.’ 
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‘Who the hell asked you?’ he said, ‘I’ll build my house however I want. It’s none of 

your business!’ 

 

He’ll suffer later on, you mark my word. 

 

Anyway, so you need my advice. Just because you are my dearest friend, I shall 

oblige you. My advice to you is that you should eat eggs. There is no other food as 

nutritious as an egg. You can say, as ideal diet goes, egg is right after milk in its 

food-value. In fact, eggs are easier to digest than milk. So all you need is to eat an 

egg a day. That’s what I told my widowed sister-in-law too. 

 

This lady, my late cousin’s wife, had grown extremely weak and anaemic ever 

since she had started the all-vegetarian widow’s diet. The doctor had prescribed 

chicken stew, twice a day. But you know, widows can’t touch non-vegetarian food.  

 

So I said, ‘Don’t worry, a little bit of chicken can’t be considered non-veg. 

Especially the broiler ones from the poultry farms. Those are definitely vegetable. 

Avoid the onion and garlic, and prepare it with ginger and plantain. It’ll count as 

plantain stew.’ 

 

Proper non-veg, if you ask me, is mutton. I wouldn’t dream of suggesting that a 

widow should eat that, of course. Or even non-widows, for that matter. Red meat, 

the doctors say, is as much a no-go as a red light. If you dare cross it, ahead lies 

cholesterol, high blood pressure, heart attack, and death. I wonder, maybe mutton 

wasn’t so red back in our childhood days! Our parents lived well into their nineties 

even after a life-time of mutton-abuse. 

 

So anyway, I told my sister-in-law, ‘If you don’t want to eat chicken, you can try 

some fish. Fish ought to be allowed, I guess. They live in water all day, getting 

constantly washed. I dare say all of their non-vegetableness is washed off by the 

time we eat them. Look at the widows in Bangladesh, they don’t have any problem 

with fish. Also, Hilsa is often called the silver crop of the ocean. Crops are 

vegetable, right?’ 

 

Still she wouldn’t listen. 

 

I hope I am not irritating you? This story is crucial if you want to learn the 

importance of egg, you see. Especially since your entire family is vegetarian. 

 

So next I told her, ‘Look, you can’t really categorise eggs as either veg, or non-

veg. An egg is like a fruit without a stem. Our mother used ask us when we were 

kids, “Which fruit doesn’t have a stem?” When none of us could give the answer, 

she used to say that it’s egg. So there. 

 

My sister-in-law was quite taken aback. ‘What are you saying?’ she said, ‘I have 

seen ducks lay eggs. They don’t grow on trees like fruits!’ 
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I replied, ‘That’s why they are fruits without stems. And you couldn’t have seen a 

duck lay an egg, because they lay eggs in secret. You must’ve seen them sitting on 

their eggs.’ 

 

‘Still,’ she persisted, ‘Eggs come from ducks, don’t they?’ 

 

‘So what?’ I insisted, ‘Milk comes from cows. You are allowed to drink that, right? 

Milk doesn’t count as part of the cow, and similarly, eggs don’t count as parts of a 

fowl. Eggs are more like fruits. It becomes apparent when you boil them. Eggs 

have a skin, like fruits. It also has a stone, though it’s on the softer side. In 

between there’s the fleshy part, just like a fruit. And if you are averse to 

something that comes out of a duck, then you can definitely eat the poultry farm 

ones. Those come from neither ducks nor hens. Although I have never actually 

seen a poul-tree, the sheer amount in which these eggs are flooding the market 

these days couldn’t have been laid by any number of fowls. They are fruits, no 

doubt, which grow on this poul-tree.’ 

 

‘But . . .’ 

 

‘No ifs or buts about this theory. You can try it out. Boil a poultry egg alongside a 

real, duck-laid one. The colours will be different, as well the taste and flavour. 

Duck eggs are so beautiful! The yolks are red, or orange. The whites glow with a 

pearlescent sheen. And the poultry ones are merely white. Their yolks are a 

colourless, pale yellow. They smell like nothing until they go bad. So you can eat 

them with a clear conscience.’ 

 

Since then my sister-in-law eats an egg a day. Do you know what happened then? 

She has not only regained her health, she has in fact become so radiant that three 

re-marriage proposals have come till date. So heed my advice, Vikas, and have an 

egg every day. You too will get back on your feet in no time. This is the only 

practical way. You wrote that milk is not agreeing with you lately. That may very 

well be. But eggs will never disagree with anyone. Besides, nothing tastes as good 

as eggs! Everyone loves eggs, be they children, elderly people, or anyone in 

between; be they of any gender whatsoever; be they even of any religious order – 

everyone loves eggs. Eat it as you like, be it fried, boiled, stewed or curried. Be it 

at breakfast, lunch or dinner. There has to be an egg in your daily menu. 

 

Mark my word, unless you incorporate eggs in your diet, I see no other way f or 

your swift recovery. 

 

Hope you get well soon. 

 

Your Loving Friend Shital. 
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P.S.: I was about to seal the envelope, when the doorbell rang. My wife has 

returned from her office. The moment I opened the door, she handed me a brown 

envelop out of her bag. You can imagine what it all seemed like! Surely her boss 

has done the same thing today, and my wife has taken my advice! The resultant 

termination letter must be inside the envelope! 

 

‘What’s this?’ I asked, ‘Severance?’ 

 

‘See for yourself.’ She replied. 

 

I opened it. You would never imagine what I saw! It was a promotion order. 

 

‘Promotion?’ I exclaimed, ‘He promoted you after you slapped him?’ 

 

Do you know what she said? She said that had she taken my advice, this envelope 

would have indeed contained her termination. She had in fact taken the advice of 

her boss’ typist, Chompa Mondal. Following her suggestion, she not only retained 

her job, but got promoted a well.  

 

‘Aren’t you happy?’ She asked. 

 

‘What did Chompa Mondal suggest?’ I said. 

 

‘You don’t need to hear that.’ She replied. 

 

Vikas, my friend, drop the egg-eating advice. Listening to me might get you into 

further trouble too. You should try asking Chompa Mondal about your health. I shall 

ask my wife and send you her phone number.  

 

Take care. 
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The Star Of My Night 

Vinay Pittampalli 

 

 

"Did you shoot Christy?" the voice on the other end asked. 

 

"Sorry," I said, gripping the receiver hard. 

 

"What the hell! Joe, it's your last chance. 45,000$, just smash her head." 

 
"Ronald, she just slipped from my fingers. I've kept an eye on the entrance of 

'Eleven pub'. She'll be out around 10; this night is her last night," I assured. 

 

"You know she's leaving for Amsterdam tomorrow, take her off before she takes 

off." 

 

"I know," I hung the phone. 

 

The sun just slept, the clouds wept and the winds yanked my unbuttoned overcoat 

requesting me to step back from the yet-to-be-committed crime. On the wet wall 

of the pub, beside a light pole, I leaned with my hooded cloak on grabbing a 

cigarette with my lips and a wicked smile. 

 

"Two more hours" my throbbing heart under my coat's pocket replied to the loaded 

gun snuggled in my Denim trouser's pocket. 

 

In the loneliest space where the only witness is the million sparkling eyes in sky, 

it's slightly drizzling.  

 

I darted my hand to my Denim's pocket, as I heard someone's shoes tramping 

towards me. I froze wrapping my icy fingers tightly around the gun. 

 

I straightened my spinal cord and my eager grey eyes fixed for the stranger's 

arrival. As I was squeezing the gun's handle, my heart paused to the panting 

voice... 

 

"Holaa!" rang a feminine tone. 

 

I stared at the sight among the drizzling rain all me, still my gun unreleased. 

 

In the glare of the light pole, her eyes shone much brighter. Damp hair stuck to her 

cheeks and neck; in a dripping long green frock she stood holding a little pouch in 

her right hand. 

 

"I'm Vanessa," she threw her hand at me with a smile. 
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Hiding my surprise and suspiciousness, I faked a smirk with the fuming cigarette 

still on my lips. I gave a nod as a reply. 

 

"You are?" she asked raising her chin. 

 

"JOE" I said. 

 

"A favor please," she said. 

 

"?" I asked with my eyebrows. 

 

"I assume that you can spend this night for me. Will you take me to the hill top and 

let me lie under the stars." 

 

"What? Sorry," I retorted and pushed the gun deeper in my pocket. 

 

"Pleaseeeeee...Pleaseeeeee...Pleaseeeeee..." she sang. 

 

"But, who are you?" 

 

"I told, I'm Vanessa, okay? Age 16, I'm from somewhere, now please." 

 

"Somewhere? What the..." I stopped. 

 

"Nah! I'll pay you," she stretched her pouch-hand. 

 

I couldn't decide my startled mind, but it's the first time in my life that an 

extraordinary looking girl requesting with her sugary tone to take her somewhere.  

 

I don't know, I couldn't stop myself from agreeing. 

 

Tossing off my cigarette... "It's okay," I rejected the pouch and checked my wrist 

watch which showed "8:22" 

 

The pub will shut at 10, the hill is just a km away; I can still pull some time for 

myself and the girl in between, I calculated. "She's damn hot. Take chance," my 

evil mind suggested. 

 

No second thoughts anymore, "Yes!" I agreed. 

 

"Thank you," she grinned, her teeth emitted her inner joy. She walked following my 

gestures to my car in the pub's parking lot. 

 

I actually left wrong clues in my car to deviate the cops after I kill my target and 

escape leaving my car in the parking lot. But Vanessa's charm and the arousing 

opportunity forced me to change my plan a bit. 
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We drove to the hill as she was explaining why she loves the monsoon. 

 

The rain took a break. The hill is higher than I've imagined. 

 

As soon as our car reached, she burst out of it, rushed to the edge of the hill and 

on its moist sand she started bouncing like a rabbit. I checked my watch that 

showed 8:35, "Maybe half an hour," I said to myself. 

 

I moved out and stood beside her as the breeze was hitting hard on my face. But 

she was as if there are only two things that existed, she and the starry sky. She 

ran in all the directions possible, to every edge imprinting her shoe prints on the 

damp boundary of the hill. She was uncontrollable and her eyes were hooked up to 

the stars. 

 

For some reason, when she was out of order I realized I was scared, really! What if 

she slips her leg? Maybe it happened to me for the first time that I'm afraid of 

death. I've killed seven so far and now I'm worried, not because of me but a girl 

whom I met 20 minutes back. 

 

I quickly reached for her hand and pulled her towards me. She stopped and stared 

into my criminal eyes with heavy breaths. She propelled her wet body on me and 

curled her arms around my waist laying her head on my pounding heart. 

 

"Thank you soo... Much Joe," she squeezed her eyes and hugged tighter. 

 

I stood speechless and spellbound. I lost my head that moment. No idea what was 

happening, but my tobacco stained lips smiled. I thought I would take a chance with 

her, but now in her arms, I even hesitated to hug her back. The hug lasted for an 

infinity of 20 seconds and she seemed as if it's not yet over and it will not be over 

that soon. Unknown shiver ran down my spine and my chest got heavier than ever. 

7 minutes passed and I started sweating and lost the rhythm of my lungs. My throat 

dried and belly started behaving weirdly. 

 

With my trembling fingers I pushed her off from me as I couldn't take it anymore. 

 

"What happened Joe?" I asked myself. But I had no answer, all I understood that it 

is really dangerous. The girl, hug or whatever. 

 

Exhaled aloud and yelled "What are you doing?" at the innocently gazing girl. 

 

"I'm Happy, don't you think the stars are really excited?" she shouted laughingly. 

 

"You are crazy stuff," I said in a disgusting tone and started walking towards my 

car. 
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She pretended as if she didn't hear my words. She collapsed and crouched on the 

wet place, with her head raised above giving no care to me. 

I walked few yards, checked time—8:56 it was. And I felt bad for some strange 

reason. The reason isn't that I'm wasting my time instead of preparing myself to 

kill Christy. The reason isn't that I'm supposed to close the deal with Ronald. The 

reason isn't that I'm risking 45,000$. 

 

I was simply regretting "Why am I being so rude to a girl?" I was rude before, rude 

to girls, kids, grey heads and everyone but never did I felt my rudeness actually as 

rudeness. "Strange consequences," I wondered at myself. 

 

Realizing I still have some time, I joined her sitting beside her, imitating her 

position. 

 

"Ya! Stars are so excited. But why?" I asked, pretending that I'm no more ill-

tempered. 

 

She laughed aloud and pulled my cheek. "Because I'm gonna be one of them," she 

said with very wide eyes. 

 

I smirked saying "You are a superstar". 

 

She laughed again but this time she didn't pull my cheek. 

 

"What do you do?" she asked, looking straight into my eyes. 

 

"Trade," I replied randomly. 

 

"Ohh... that's boring. So, tell me your love stories", she asked. 

 

"Nope," I said. 

 

"What? No stories?" 

 

"Nope. No love." 

 

"Umm... you are handsome, you should be having at least 57 girlfriends already," 

she said. 

 

I laughed "No, to be frank, I think love is s***." 

 

"What???? Come again. You never tasted it", she said angrily. 

 

"So, you tasted?" I asked. 

 

"Yeah, with my imaginary tongue," she replied. 
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"Mad!" I laughed hard. "Don't you have a Real boyfriend?" I asked. 

"Nope, life wasn't that lenient to me, to have some good friends and to fall in love," 

she said and half smiled. 

 

Maybe she had some problems of her own I understood. It was 9:12. And I was in a 

dilemma; I wanted to stay with her longer but my mission? I felt weak to convince 

myself. 

 

"So, whom are you killing?" she asked casually. 

 

I couldn't believe what I've just heard. My Adam's apple went down the throat in 

fear. "What?" I pretended. 

 

"Blood stains in the car, bullets under the seat and the gun in your jeans that I felt 

when I hugged you," she explained. 

 

"Actually..." and she interrupted "it's okay baby, after all death is inevitable. Some 

die today, some tomorrow; no issues" 

 

I sat like a dumb duffer staring at the little water pool near my right shoe. Strong 

urge to jump off from that hill hit me suddenly. I don't know why. 

 

"I do it for money," I confessed rudely. 

 

"Ha-ha...money? I have collected some. Take my pouch and leave this stuff," she 

said. 

 

"Impossible!" I sighed within. 

 

But I felt bad, really bad. I was quietly looking up at the stars concealing my 

unknown pain within. 

 

She flipped her face at me, abruptly saying... 

 

"What happened Joe? I'm sorry." 

 

I was silent. She pulled me by my shoulder and hugged me. Sweeping my hair she 

kissed on the forehead. I felt like I was holding some flood gates preventing my 

inner sea of emotions to effuse. I stretched my arms as wide as possible and 

hugged all of her with all of me. Tears flowing heavily from my cheeks fell on her 

shoulder. She was patting my back saying "It's Okay"; she said that for a million 

times in a minute. I couldn't help but stay that way all my life. 

 

"I'm tasting it," I whispered. 
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"What?" she asked. 

 

"LOVE" I replied. 

With a jerk, she pushed me back and coughed. As I was still in a trance, she 

coughed again and again, looking away from me. 

 

"Are you okay?" I asked. 

 

She laughed aloud "Yeah!" 

 

Lie down and watch the stars... she said leaning her back slowly to the wet ground. 

 

"Ha..." I obeyed.  

 

They were like a million diamonds scattered on the dark velvet blanket. I've never 

seen or actually felt the beauty of the night sky before. Everything was beautifully 

perfect but I couldn't concentrate.  

 

9:33 it is.  

 

I felt great unease. But then... she started speaking again. 

 

"Joe, I always had a wish to get to this hill and sleep with a guy watching stars. But 

I never got a chance. A chance to be myself. I'm an orphan and that limits almost 

50% of my dreams..." 

 

Those words pierced my heart. I didn't say a word. 

 

She continued telling irrelevant stories; most of them were like bed time stories. I 

pretended listening. 

 

As I was lost in my crime calculations..."Joe," "Joe," she called. 

 

She coughed. 

 

I got up to check if she was alright. Her eyelids were shutting and she coughed 

again, with more pressure. 

 

"Vanessa?" "What happened?" I shouted. 

 

"The otherrr 50%..." she said. 

 

"What Vanessa?" my heart beat raced really fast. 

 

". . .is limited b..." she whispered with her eyes closed. 
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Something was wrong, really. But she was telling "I'm okay," as I panicked like 

never before. 

She tried lifting herself, but her giddiness was vividly visible. "You're not okay," I 

said and carried her to the car and my watch 'beeped' 9:45–the alert tone which I 

set for my crime. 

 

"I'm being a fool," my mind cried. 

 

Placing her in the front seat, I steered. "you are my real boyfriend," she whispered, 

"Because you are helping me on my last day".  

 

"Shut up!" I shouted at her face. And she obeyed till we drove down the hill. The 

breeze was heavy, we reached a junction, a two way road and I stepped on the 

break. . . 

 

"Fine?" I asked her, looking at my wrist '9:55' 

 

"Umm..."she closed her eyes meditatively. 

 

My limbs wobbled forcing me to make a decision soon. The hospital is 3min but on 

the other side of the pub's road. My heart pulled me to take her there. 

 

"Efff! 45,000$, are you crazy? You can take her any time," my arrogant mind 

suggested. 

 

Listening to it, "Just hold yourself for 5minutes..." I said, not looking at her face. 

We reached the pub's gate by 9:57. 

 

"Shit!" I screamed, pulling the gun off as I saw Christy getting into her Benz, few 

yards away. I stepped out of my car, smashing its door. 

 

Tearing my pocket's stitches, I yanked my bogged gun and targeted the cross 

wires. By then, Christy got into her smoking car. 

 

"Yeaaaah!" holding my nerve, grabbing all of my strength, I triggered. 

 

Like a lightning bolt, the bullet accelerated and struck the car's edge. 

 

"Damnnnnnn...Effing close it was", I missed. 

 

Realizing that she is being attacked, Christy's Benz raced spewing smoke. 

I rushed into my car. Turning the keys, I hit the clutch with my heavy foot and 

yelled "five more minutes..." 

 

She didn't reply. Her head slightly tilted and her right hand resting on the gear box. 

"Vanessa?" looking at her , I halted my car. 
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She was still, her body backed to the seat belt. 

 

"Vanessa??" I said again tossing my hand and wobbled her shoulder. I could hear 

only breaths in the car, which were my lonely traumatic breaths. 

 

It was late, not by a minute but a lifetime. 

 

Immediately, I steered to the hospital but it went in vain. 

 

Doctors reported later that it was cardiac arrest and she was being treated in the 

hospital from which she escaped that night. "She's a sick child from the beginning; 

she asked me to take her out many times, as she had little dreams," the nurse 

sighed, "but her condition was severe, always!" she added. 

 

The next day, I was the only one who attended her funeral. I was holding the pouch 

which she left in my car. It had currency of 12Cents and a hand written note: 

 

Whoever you are...Thank you so much. Before I become a star, one among those 
million in the night sky, I wished to lay with a guy watching it. Hug and kiss him. 
Hope you help me. I know I don't live forever; but to someone, I wanted to give 
love that will last forever. 
 
-Vanessa 
 

I knelt down to the coffin in which she was resting forever in her still-wet green 

frock; with my sunken eyes I wept. Her hair spread and her pretty face shined in 

the darkness of my soul. 

 

As my hands shivered. . .  

 

In the old rectangle coffin that is waiting for its burial, beside her, I placed my gun. 
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